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Fiscal Court Procoedt
On School Bond Action
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Calloway County Fiaeal Court next
Tuesday is expected to give first
reading on an ordinance relating to the
liale of bonds to pay for the building of a
riti
dray middle school.
Fiscal court met Friday' afternoon
began taking steps-W eventually
sell bonds for the middle school.
Calloway County Board of Education
Thursdpy night okayed a $1,938,026 low
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Grant Is Awarded

aaar

Go. Julian Carion has awarded
$12,631 to Calloway Coffray for suPport
staff for juvenile courts.
Tbe governor's award came after the
project reeeived the favorable
- recommendation of the Kentucky
Crime Commission at its September
quarterly meeting held in Owensboro.
Of the total award,49,473 will come
from federal law Enforcement
Assistance Administration funds, while
$631 will come from the Kentucky
Department of Justice and $2,527 from
local sources.

HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS — One of these five Murray State University coeds will be crowned as the
Homecoming Queen in ceremonies prior to the football game between the.Racers and Ease Tenoessee State
University on Saturday, Oct. 21. They are (left to right): Barbara Kemper, Murray senior; Lisa Barriger,„Paducah senior;
Pamela Grahlm, Belleville, III., junior Ranona Ligon Bardwell sophomore. and Beti Jean Fox, Louisville junior. They
were selected as finalists from among 48 candidates.
(Photo by Barry Johnson)
r•-

Five Vie F
A eighlight of Homecoming activities
at Murray State University on Saturday,Oct 21: will be the crovming of one
of five finalists for the title of 1978
Homecoming Queen.
Cbosen from 48 candidates
nominated by campus organizations for
the honor are: Lisa Barriger, Paducah
senior; Beti Jean Fox, Louisville
junior; Pamela Graham, Belleville,
Ill., junior; Barbara Kemper, Murray
senior and Ranona Wpm, Birdwell
sophomore.The winner, to be elected by the
student body Wednesday; will be
crowned in pre-game ceremonies to
begin at 1:30 p.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium before the 2 p.m. kickoff of the
football game between Murray State
• and East Terineggee Sate llnieersIty.
Miss Barriger, 21-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Barriger,
represents Alpha Delta Pi social
sorority. She is 5-2 and weighs 103
pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.
Her campus activities include Beta
Alpha Psi .national accounting
fraternity, Accounting Society, Alpha
Lambda Delta freshman honor society,
and business manager of the 1979
Shield, the school yearbook. She is an
accounting major.
Ms. Fox, a business education
major, is sponsored by Essence. The 19year-o10 daughter of Gladys and James
R Fox"has brown eyes and reddishbrown hair. She is 5-5 and weighs 135

pounds. Her campus activities include
track and Pi Omega Pi.
Miss Grahant 20, is a journalinn
major sponsored in the competition of
Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority.
brown-haired,
The
brown-eyed
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burt Graham
is 5-8 and weighs 125 pounds. She is-a
member of the Student Activities Board
of the Student Government Association.
Miss Graham is a resident adviser in
Hester Hall and a member of the
campus pom-pon squad. Her honors
-include Miss Greater Southwestern
Illinois of 1978, a top-finalist and
swimsuit winner in the 1978 Miss

coming -Queen
Illinois Pageant, and Homecoming
Queen attendant in 1977.
Miss Kemper represents Alpha Phi,
which she serves as president, and
Alpha Psi Omega, which she serves as
secretary-treasurer. She is the 21-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Kemper of Cadia,•formerly of Murray.
A blue-eyed blond who is 5-4 and weighs
110 pounds, Miss Kemper was Miss
Murray State of 1976. She is a member
•31 i—e-Sick and Buskin Club and active
In University Theatre productions.'
Miss- Ligon is an elementary
education major and represents the

dogs and 127 cats during the penal.
Some 134 dogs and 41 cats were eventually adopted, Heim said;
— Fiscal court members heard a
status report from an official with U.S.
Army National Guard which is locating
a unit here. A related story appears
elsewhere on this page;
— Magistrates voted to close I
portion of the "old" Wadesboro-Murray
Road located in northeastern Calloway
County. Magistrates also accepted
deeds for a project on Tucker Road
south of Kirksey. And in a related
matter, fiscal court magistrates voted
to advertise for bids for two gravel
^^
dump-tvffeite;
— Magistrates also agreed to lease
portions of the "old" county garage.

• field house_ at the site of Calloway
County High.
The ordinance that will be read at a
public meeting Tuesday, Oct. 17,
beginning at 4 1:1,4/1., authorizes the
Issuance and sale of bonds, proceeds to
be applied to pay the ,cost of construction and acquisition of the middle
achool.
Calloway County Judge-Executive
- Robert 0. "Bob" Miller told
_magistrates Gil Hopson, Billy Erwin,
Dan Bazzell and Tommy Bogard
Friday
boards of
.ainnot float school
building bonds. The county will "own"
the building and grounds and the local
school board will pay lease money
enough to retire the interest and
principal on the bonds to the county,
Miller explained.
An official with J.J.B. Hilliard and
Dr. James F. Thompson and Dr. a
W.L. Lyons bond firm of Paducah and
Gilbert Mathis, both , professor's eit"
Louisville said Thursday night the
economics at Murray State University,
bond issue will probably not exceed
will participate as issue presenters at
$2,150,000.
the Governor's Rural Economic
The 60,000 square foot middle school
Development Conference, to be held
will house some 600 students. School
Oct. 16-18 in Owensboro.
officials say they- are hoping the
Dr. Thompson - will speak on
academic portion of the school will be
"Changes in Financial Institutions and
ready for occupancy next fall.
• a_a_ ----Laws in Relation to
Their Allocation of-'
Other fiscal court bond ordlnitice
Capital." Thompson is a member of the
special meetings are set Oct. 20 and 30.
'board of directors of the Federal Magistrates also Friday afternoon
Reserve Bank in Louisville.
agreed to award three separate conMathis, who served as a consultant
tracts to Egyptian Waterproofing of
for the Kentucky Development Cabinet
Harrisburg, Ill., to repair the county
and
the
Tennessee-Tombigbee
courthouse 'clock 'tower and roof, reWaterway Authority during the past
roof the county courthouse, and do
summer, will speak on "Investment
other general repair work on the sounty
Strategies' to Enhance Economic
facility. The $11,312 estimated cost of
leevelopment in Western Kentucky."
the three-phase project is well under
Gov. Julian M. Carroll and U.S.
original estimates of $22,000.
Senator Walter (Dee) Huddleston will
In other fiscal court business Friday:
be among a group of other speakers
— Magietrates heard a report from
scheduled to participate and including:
Calloway County -Humane Society on
Williant-L. Short, secrete-1'7,Na the
the July, August arid September acdevelopment cabinet; former a,Gov.
tivities• of county animal shelter.
Edward T. Breathitt; and Sara V. Craig
According to Keith Heim, president of
of the U.S. Departroent of Health,
the society, the shelter received 413
Education and Welfare.

Professors To
Be At Conference

Says Congressman's Action In McClure Case 'Offensive'

•

Atkins Critical OfHiibbatd!/s Call-For-Spe-cial-Vrosicutor
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
. LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — State
Auditor George Atkins has taken sharp
exception to Congressman Carroll
Hubbard's call for a special prosecutor
in the case of former Finance and
Administration secretary Russell
McClure.
Atkins and Hubbard, both from
Western Kentucky, have been critical
of the Carroll administration and have
generally been considered political
allies.
Atkins said during taping Friday of
-

WLEX-TV's "Your Government" panel
shew that will be broadcast Sunday that
he considers the Carroll administration
corrupt. But he said he found Hubbard's action offensive.
Atkins said he found it serious and
saddening that McClure was indicted
this week by the Franklin County grand
jury for allegedly violating state law,,
regarding the disposal of two state
vehicles.
.-"But now to throw it around like a
political football J find offensive,"
Atkins said. "We have enough
problems in state government without

Local National Guard Recruiting
Effort Getting Into Full-Swing
With the Murray unit of the Kentucky
Army National Guard here, the anticipation of Murray having its own
National Guard unit is now a reality.
"The many responsible citizens have
sacrificed greatly to accomplish the
task of getting a unit assigned to this
community," a guard spokesman said.
"Now is the time for all citizens to
support the recruiting effort," he added.
A recruiting team from Frankfort
and Paducah is now in Murray to accept appltrittions for qualified applicants to be-charter members of the
Murray Unit. Necessary requirements
for non-prior sertfice people is to
complete nine years of education, be
between the ages of 17 and 34, and be
able to pass a mental and physical
exam to determine eligibility.
"For prior service members, we will
need a copy of all military papers that
you received upon discharge," the
spokesman said.
The temporary armory is located ats
403 Sunbury Circle, just off Ky. 121 (S:'
4th St.)
. '
The armory will be open from 8 a.m.
til 8 p.m. for the next seven days. The
recruiters will be available to answer
all questions pertaining •tp the
necessary qualifications to join the
Murray unit
•
The recruiting force that will be
working here includes Captain E. C.
Head, recruiting and retention
manager for the state of-Kentucky. Cpt.
Head will be herd to organize and coorainate the start, of the recruiting

Student
National
Education
Association (SNEA) chapter on the
campus. She is 5-1 and weighs 115
Pounds and has brown hair and green
eyes. The eleyear-old daughter of Mr.
ad Mrs. Ray Ligon is. president-elect
of both the state and campus SNEA, a
member of Alpha Lambda Delta and
Gamma BetaPhi, and a pom-pon squad
member.
The winner will be crowned by Lynn
__Hewitt of Murray, the _19a7
Homecoming Queen. A senior
-elementary education major, she Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. T.(Buddy)
Hewitt.

-bid front Hal Wright Construction of
• Mayfield to build-.a middle school and

this becoming a political football, and
for people to jump in and say we need a
special prosecutor."
Atkins also criticized fornIer
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloan, like
Atkins an announced candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination
in 1979, for calling for McClure's
resignation.
Atkins said the indictment is not a
guilty verdict and the proper procedure
would be to place McClure on an acaf
ministrative leave of absence without
Pay.
'Gov. Julian Carroll has not yet
decided the status of McClure, who now
serves as a special consultant on
C,arroll's office staff.
Atkins denied that his comments
represented any break with Hubbard
but were directed at the congressman's
comments in calling for a special
prosecutor.
Hubbard had requested a special
prosecutor in a telegram to Carroll,
citing the fact that Franklin County
Commonwealth Attorney Ray Corns
will be the county chairman for the
gubernatorial campaign of Terry
McBrayer, the administration's choice
to succeed Carroll.

today's index
One Section — 12 Pages

NATIONAL GUARD RECRUITERS — Staff Sgt. Mike Carden, left, anal
Master Sgt. AlfredJ. D'Ambrosio, right are members at the
Nation-ai,Guard
recruiting team who will work locally during the next few weeks in getting
the Murray unit started. The new Murray unit will be a part of
Company C
of the First Battalion, 123rd Armor Division with headquarters in
Paducah.
local armory headquarters are on Sunbury Circle -off of South
Fourth
. .
Street. Hours ye 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. seven days a week.
Staff ON-dotty Debbie si tee
drive.
several other local guardsmen that are
Second in command is MSG Al
co-operating with us in many ways,"
the spokesman added
D'Ainbrosio, area NCO for Kentucky
"A total-.combined effort of the
wo will be here until Oct. 20. SEC Tom
Jones, production_ recruiter for the Icitizen, of Murray and Calloway Co.
123d AR Bn. with the assistance of sscr.
will mike this drive successful as well
as the future success oi failure of the
Mike Carden will round out the
unit," the spokesman enensized.
-Professional tea
:
tilting force.
'Ibis is one of the-most Important part
"We also have Cp. Bruce Thomas, a
time jobs in America," he added.
local savings and loan officer, and

Business Page .
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Horoscopes
Inside Report
Let's Stay Well
local Scene
Opinion Page
• Outdoor I ore
'Sports

9
• 10, 11
10
10

Atkins said he felt Corns was elected
by the people and it was for them to
judge his performance.
Atkins also had harsh words for the
Carroll administration. He said that
after a year of controversy, ''this administration is corrupt."
However, Atkins said that his office
has no information that would lead
directly to the governor's office.
"The people involved are appointees
*. and serve at the pleasure of the administration, but for me to say that I
expect the governor to be indicted is not
fair," Atkins said.
However. Atkins added: "The pace of

Humphreys Takes Over
As Regional Chairman
Dr. Ben Hurnphr'eys, chairman of the • in existence. Humphreys is the imDepartment of Professional Studies at
mediate past-chairman of the MurrayCalloway County Mental Health-Mental
Murray State University, is the new
Retardation Association.
chairmen of the Western Kentucky
Region-al Mental Health-Mental
Humphreys' election marks the
Retardation Board, Inc. Humphreys
second time he has been elected
chairman of the regional board. He was
will serve for the 1978-79 year,
Dr. Humphreys has been active in the
the first chairman to serve in an active
work of mental health-mental retarcapacity in 1966. Dr. Humphreys
dation ever since he first came to - replaces Dan Akin of Paducah who left
Murray. His involvement began in 1961
• the board after completing his six-year
term this year.
• with the Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Dr. Humphreys and his wife. Patsy,
Association, which was an early
have three children and reside in
forerunner of the regional program now
Murray.

5
3
3
2,3 •

partly cloudy
and cool
Generally partly cloudy today.
Cool with highs in the upper 50s to
low 60s. Becoming clear' with
scattered frost tonight. Colder
with lows in the mid to upper 30s.
Mostly gunny and cool Sunday.
Highs around AO. Winds northerly
at 5 to 15 miles' per hour today,
„alight and variable tonight.4._

NEW CHAIRMAN — Dr. Ken Huniptireys, newly eferlial rhairrnarlr•
,Weatern keritaicky tegionajaktrental tiaalLivakAirwialitelardalemea•aard.
is pictured as he attdres.sea the 1978 annual banquet at %las field ret ently.
a

k

the team is the pace of the leader. Only
can corruption exist if the leader
condones it."
Atkins said it would be foolish for two
western Kentucky, anti-administration
candidates to both seek the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination. Hubbard
has not said whether he would run for
governor, but has indicated that he
might.
•
The auditor also said Hubbard's
action in bringing the name of eastern
Kentucky coal operator Paul Patton
into the picture as a possible gubernatorial candidate with Hubbard's
backing was a mystery to Atkins.
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* CALENDAR
Saturday. October 14 ' Saturday,October 14
-Captain Wendell Oury
Singing featuring Gospel
(bigger of the Daughters of Travelers Singers will be at
the American Revolution will Deward's Chapel Pentecostal
meet at the Some of Mrs. Church, Highway 94 Bast, at
nbert Duey, 703 Earl Court.. 7:30 p.m_
-Murray, at 1 30 p.m. With Dr.
Rehearsal for the Miss
Roy 0. Hatton as speaker. ,
litaaperellie.ftgeent- mak-beheld at the Woodmen Building
,Parents' Day, spored by at one p.m_
the Student Government
Association and the Student
Dinner.theatte, "A Thurber
pgveloprnent Office, pill be Carnival," will be at Holiday
bed at -"Murr,siy. Slate Inn, sponsored by Murray--Alliiversity
with • events Cilloway County Community
--planned throughout the day Theatre.:Call 759-1752 for
, and eveaing.
reservations.

'IMO ERIMC
:
TOGETHER rOlt THE FIRST TIMES
TWO YOUNG COUPLES
WHO WANTED TO TRY The girls tram likalyaread
EVERYTHING Mak geo wild la Paris..
Waal laity 411* la riling
_
TOGETHER will
shock ys.. WW1'Ara
. . AND ea se aftelof
THEY DID' win $ow
vest =bid:

COUNTRIES.YOU CAN SEE
BANNED IN 36
A SINGLE CUT!
THEM NOW WITHOUT
RELEASE • BlAliNG COtOR

11111,11RRAY"
DRIVE b..
IN

Monday,Oceeher 16
Singles- Group will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

Breakfast to open.National
Bluegrass State CB Club
ine'Ladie Sewir;g0roup----Ladies--cla -luneheeft
will-frie-e-Tarifielodge'hail on
--auginoss---Womenzil-Weeit--113"-scheduled at Oaks Country.
the Murray Business and the court square at seven p.m. . will meet at the home of Mrs.
Club with Polly Seale, 753William
Moffett
at
ten
a.m.
Professional Women's Club
- 7410, and Agnes Watson, 753will be at Boston Tea Party at
Theta Department of
Ducks Unlimited will meet 5325, as chairmen of the
7:45 a.m.
Murray Woman's Club will
at
the University Branch of hostesses.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Miss Rangerette Pageant, house with Maxine Scott, the Bank of Murray at seven
Murray Business and
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda Wilma Beatty, and Martha p.m.
'Professional
Women's Club
Sorority of WOW will be at Guier as hostess.
will meet for luncheon at the
Woodmen building, at 2:30Colonial House Smorgasbordp.m. A reception .will -follow
Black Advisory_ Council of
Murray TOPS Club will
and the public is invited to Murray State will have a meet at the Health Center at. as a part of National Business
Women's Week.
aatinegame at seven p.m. at seven p.m.
attend.
Auditorium
Center
Student
Monday.October 16
'Musician Dave Rudolf will
at Murray
Philosophy colloquium at
Pap Smear Clinic for and skating party,
be
presented in a concert at
ten
p.m.
which -The Logic of True," a
women will be held at one p.m. Roller Rink at
eight p.m. in the Student
paper by Dr. R. Wayne
at the Calloway County Health
Center Auditerbun, Murray
Sheeks,
will.be presented and
bodge,
No.
106
&Murray
Department: Call 753-3381 for,
State University, sponsored
discussed
will
be
in
Room
500,
A.M, will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
an appointment.
by Student Government
the lodge hall, Highway 121 Faculty Hall, Murray State,at Association.
three
p.m.
Admission
is
Homemakers
Club
free.
-Penny
North.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
•
-'20=Grand-Essence Disco, a
Candid Camera host Allen
rifisAay, October 17 '
Alton Cole at 1:30 p.m.
Black Advisory Council acCojes Camp Ground United Funt will be presented by the
tivity, will start at nine p.m.at
Methodist Church Women will Student
Government Beshear Gym,Student Center,
meet at the church at 7:30 Association at eight p.m. in
Thru Sat.
Murray State.
Student Center Beshear gym.
p.m.

crfto creasers
The Four 90aearis
of us
A GROUP 1

Wednesday,October 18
Immanuel Lufherarichurch
New Concord, Hamlin, and
Ladies will meet at 9:30 a.m. Hazel Senior Citizens will
In the church lounge.
have a joint potluck outing at
Paris Landing State Park at
Dexter Senior Citizens will twelve noon. For information
Carter School PTA will meet _
at ten a.m. at the Dexter call 436-5364.
-Me&
'45 pin' with singing • at seven p.m. with an open
roar to 6.
Center.
Community
at seven p.m.
house to be held from 7:15 to
einiat-coffee for
will be open of students at Murray High
Murray State will play
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Middle Tennessee in an OVC
Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha Clubs of activities by the Murray School will be at ten a.m.. at
the high achool.
Roy
School
will
at
game
Stewart
High
football
Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
Stadium, Murrayi at 7:30Pan: collect for UNICEF from six.
at 10:05 a.m., bazaar cornBowling for Tau Phi Ao11:30p.m.
rnittee meeting at 10:30 a.m., Lambda Sorority will be at
Talent shay and crowning or-7:•
County
kWh at man
' and band Corvette Lanes at seven p.m.
Murray §tate's Miss Black
practice at one p.m.
.
Homecoming Queen will be at Association for Retarded
Center Citizens will meet in Room
_J.-N.-Williams Chapter- of
Student
the
the
United Daughters of the
Auditorium, Murray State, at 240,, Special Education
4ctivitiesf&r Senior Citizens
eight p.m.
Building, Murray State, at will be from six to nine p.m.'at Confederacy will meet at the
7:30p.m. _
Ellis Center. Call -753-0929 by home of Dr..Halene Visher at
Sunday. October 15
three
p.m. for transportation.. two p.m. with Dr. Harvey
,Murray
Civic
Music
Elder as speaker.
will
Anonymous
Parents
Association will present the
Immanuel
the
at
meet
Assembly
No.
19
Murray
Owensboro Symphony
Hinpemakers
p.m. Order of the Rainbow for Girls • Wadesboro
Orchestra
at
Lovett Lutheran Church at 7:15
Club will meet at the home of
753-9261
for
759-1792
or
Call
Hail
will
meet
at
the-Masonic
Auditorium, Murray State
Mrs. Clarence -Culver at 1:30
at seven p.m.
University, at three p.m. information.
p.m.
Admission is by Civic Music
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Music Department of the
Association membership card 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Bowling for Senior Citizens
or MSU student identification North Seyerah and Olive Murray Woman's Club will
wilt' be at Corvette Lanes at
an
open
meeting
at
the
have
card.
Streets.
1:30 plm.- •
club house at7:30 p.m.

Beneftt supper and gospel
singing
for
Crippled
Children's Telethon will be at
Dexter Community Center
Plate lunches will be sold from

Open 6:45 - Start 7:15

Five Tickets For
Your-Weekend
Entertainment!
7:15

• Christian Men's Fellowship
Bazaar workshop will be
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
of First Christian Church will
Shepherd United Methodist held at the First Presbyterian meet for dinner in the
Church Women will !met at Church at seven p.m.
fellowship hall Of the church.
seven p.m.
- _

arewiro
voa

•

The weddin
Sherrte Ann
of Mr. and M
and Terry
of Mr. and
six p.m. on a
at the First C

Tro".'

INTERNATIONAL ALPHA DELTA KAPPA WEEKMembers of the horticulture class at Calloway County High
School planted a bruning bush shrub donated by Rho Chapter
of Alpha Delta Kappa at the Calloway Public Library.
Shown,left to right, are Joel White,Sue Adams,representing
Alpha Kelta Kappa, Connie Curd, Marty Carraway, and Tim
Stone. The class, taught by Jamie Potts, planted the shrub as
a public service to the library and Rho Chapter. This was a
part of the observance of International Alpha Delta Kappa
Week, Oct. 8-14. ADK is an international hIlhorary sorority
for women educators whose major goals are to give
recognition to outstanding educators; to build a fraternal
fellowship among educators, adding to their effectiveness In
the promoting of excellence in education; to establish high
standards of education; and to promote educational and
charitable projects and activities enriching the lives of individuals everywhere and assisting these individuals into a
conistruetive, and fulfilling life. hoeallyi---the -Rho
Chapter of Kentucky ADK was organized here ten years ago
on Sept. 29.

'Nutcracker'Preview To Be
Presented At Music Meet
Association and Murray State
A' preview of the "NutUniversity.
cracker" Will be the program
The chairman of Tuesday's
topic for the meeting of the
program will be Mrs. John C.
Music Department of the
Winter. Participating also will
Murray Woman's Club to be
be Mrs. David Travis, Mrs.
held Tuesday, Oct. 17, at 7:30
Paul Kiesow, and Miss
p.m.at the club house.
Rebecca Dublin. This preview
This will be an open meeting
has been planned for weeks,
with Mrs. C. C. Lowry,_
and is expected- to- be - a
chairmarl;presiding.
educational and intereatios,_
-• "
The department has been Mrs. Winter said. •
Hostesses will be Mrs.
working for several years to
help bring Tchaikovsky's; Wayne Flora, Mrs. W. A.
"Nutcracker" to Murray, and Franklin, Mrs. Howard
-was delighted to donate $1,000 Bazzell, Mrs. J. W. Witham,
to the cause earlier this year, Mrs. James C. „Hart, Mrs.
a spokesman said. This Arvin Trafton, Mrs. David
performance, by the Cin- Roos, Mrs. James Kline, and
cinnati Ballet Company, is Mrs.Sam Knight.
The public is urged to atsponsored in cooperation with
the Murray-Civic Music - tend, Mrs. Ifwry said.

Lutheran Ladies To

3

Hold All Day Meet

Immanuel Lutheran Church
Ladies will meet for a short
business meeting and all day
workshop in the church lounge
Oct.
at 9:30 a.m. on.Theaday,
. ,
By Abigail-Van Buren
17.
Ladies are asked to bring
their own sandwich for lunch,
.and coffee and dessert will be
Marion
by
provided
Brockhoff,hostess for the day.
DEAR ABBY: Jim and I have been married for over 40
The women are also asked
years. We are both in our late 60s and still love each other
to
bring any unfinished items
deeply". However, due to Jim's impotence. we have not been
for
the November Bazaar. The
sexually active for at least three years'. This has not altered
our relationship one iota. We still have a wonderful day-will be spent working on a
variety of bazaar items and
marriage and don't feel necessarily deprived.
Abby, I resent the constant bombardment from TV.radio also the comforters for Werld-- and newspaper and magazine articles insisting that anyone Relief.
who is under 90 and isn't sexually active should rush out and
4
Much help will be needed,'
get some kind of therapy in order to live a "full life" again. and any-interested ladies are
Jim and I DO live a full life. Sign me ... ,
asked to come for all day, or.
CONTENTED
for any amount of time they
DEAR CONTENTED: 11 you're contented, fine. But the can stay, according to Dolly
bombardment You resent is intended for the older person Ikrenz, president.
who buys the myth and it IS a mythl that sex is for the
young only.
Cr,
. -TIN/
11
Z 1- .
Not true. Of course, with increasing age comes the FoN2. YOU 7t,U. 001
ya•dek.014•,
1 "'en!
natural slowing down of the entire body, sexual activities
Included,'but they need not stop.
After all, just because you can no longer Charleston all
• -night doesn't mean you can't waltz for an hour.
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"Six Pack
Annie"

DEAR ABBY: I have been going with a woman for nearly
two years and I have never seen her in a dress! She absoluteYining - elephants stay with
ly refuses to wear one.
their
I- have quit taking her out in public because she insists on years mothers for about 12
before going out on
wearing pants everywhere. Once. I even gave her money to their own.
buy a dress, but that didn't do any good.
Tell .me, Abby, is there something wrong with her? Or do
You think maybe 3m expecting too much?
_
DEAR GLEN: There is remote possibility that her legs
are disfigured, or she considers them unpresentable.
In any case, it's her right to wear whatever 'she chooses, ,
and it's your right to refuse to escort her for reasons of your
own.
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Fern Terrace Gazette
t 1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
Editor, LaVerna 'opp

Everyone here at fern Terrace are feeling much
better now that fall is coming. We all enjoyed
the summer but feeling much better now that it
is cooler.
Our residents are looking forward to our
Halloween Party, which will be held Oct. 27th at
.7 _pm. We have some oi our decorations up
now.
We want to welcome into our Fern Terrace
family the following people, Irene Bivins, Floyd
Sutherland, 011ie Tidwell, Alice Fleming, Becum
,
Duncan, Ethel Fuqua & Nevada Hodge.
Wish a speedy recovery to Mrs. Ruth Reagan
Dommie Cleaver & Carrie Behme. We hope they
will soon be back honVe_with us.
We were,quite saddened that someone chose
to steal our hanging ferns from the front porch. I
know they will not enjoy them like. our residents
did here.
:That's about all the news for this time from
Fern Terrace so come visit With us at any time
you are always welcome.
For information about Fern Terrace contact
Mrs. Tapp or Mrs. Bailey any day from 9-5, call
733-7109 or stop by.
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- DEAR ABBY:- Will you please put something in your
column that would be a tremendous help to a lot of people?
I refer to those individuals who are constantly complaining about their aches and pains. To hear them talk, nobody
except themselves ever had a bad bark, or stomach trouble
ot any kind of operation. No matter how hard the listener
trierto stecr the conversation to a more pleasant subject,
These cgronit complainers go on and on about their ailments.
It's realty lbdepressing for words.
•
A lot of these folk's read your column. Please give them
some kind of message. A -geptle hint does no good. They goon hnd on.
TIRED OF HEARING IT
DEAR TIRED: We are aill 'familiar with the type of
"organ recital" you describe. In this connection, no one has
topped the Advice of the late Ella Wheeler
_
"Talk health. The dreary, never-ending tales* of
mortal maladies are worn and stale. You cannot charm
or interest or please by harping on that minor cord disease. So, say that you are well, arid all in well with yob.
And God will hear your words and make them -true."
Do you' wish you ha* more friewis? For the secret or
popularity, get•Akby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
with •long,
You're Ne-ver Too-Yottag or Top Old."Sid
self-addressed. stamped 128 rental envelops.** Abb.y. 132,
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.90212.

Wallis Stained
Glass& Wood
Carving
Has only one- business location, which is
located app.5 miles from Murray on Hwy. 121
1
2 mile past Stella, turn left on ButWest,app./
terworth Rd.then 200 yards.
.
,
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LeriSta Well

Horoscope

Dr F.J.L. BLASINGAME

Nutrition Important In
Treating Cancer Patients

Frances Drakt

FOR SUNDAY OCTOBER 15,1117$
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lace edged the circular skirt, stemmed pink silk roses tied. - overlaid with a white cloth and
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you. Your love of beauty has a
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HOUSE OF SILVER
208 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH,KENTUCKY

MAIL &PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
BRIDAL REGISTRY AND FREE GIFT WRAP
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Where Was Teddy?

IZE
1
IT'S
CALLEP

the gas bill is unobtatnatel‘111114We
joined the "Ford won't run" pack areWASHINGTON - Sen. Edward M.
privately expressed certaintly that the
House minority leader John Rhodes
Kennedy sponsored a human rights
link was there,. Mrs. Allen was unand Rep. Guy Vanderyagt of Michigan,
amendment last year to cut off all
cononited on the 'gas bill until just
chairman of the House Republican
munitions exports to Argentina as of
before the vote, then voted for It.
Campaign Committee.
Sast Saturday f Sept. 10. but several
A footnote: Sen. Paul Hatfield of
In a private chat in the House
mooths later voted for an unpublicised
Montana, appointed to the Senate'to fill
cloakroom les-rutty, Vanderjagt told
loophole permitting a MassaOhitsetts
a vacancy just as Mrs. Allen was, also
Rhodes that it looked to him as though
Vui:paI1 to continue selling periscopes
received a $5.000 campaign confellow Michigancier Ford was _truly
tor Argentine.submarines.
tribution -just before the vote_ en the
eager ot make another run for the
When the Massachusetts company Panama Canal treaties early this year.
presidency in 1910. Rhodes replied to
Kollmorgen, of Northampton - went to
He voted for the embattled treaties, but
this effect: Yes,) agree, and if he goes
Kennedy to &shofar tha_exeraption,
lost his primary election tirgtep. Max'
all out he can'be nominated.
Kennedy's office told its the senator
•-•0
Baucus by a huge margin.
That is not consistent with conreplied that he felt so strongly about
ventional party . wisdom. Most
THE DIVIDED DFL
human rights he would have trouble
Republicans, including some close to
Tensions disrapting Minnesota's once
supporting any exemption.
the former president, feel he is far
monolithic Democratic-Farmer-Labor
But Kennedy's colleague, Republican
more likely to back a moderate like
Party (DFL) were on display when the
4.en Edward Brooke who is in a tough
wife of aide to Vice President Walter F.
George Bash against Ronald Reagan,
lleelection contest, quietly went to bat
Mondale pinned the campaign button of
rather than running himself.
r Kollmorgen. He slipped the
a Republican Senate candidate on her
GOOD MONEY
• xernption into. a Defense Department
lapel.
AFTER BAD
pplemental aporopriation bill. When
Mrs. Michael Berman, wife, of
On the insistence of Sen. Robert
t bill reached the floor of the Senate,
Mandate's counsel and close pOlitical
Byrd, the Senate majority leader, Sen.
ennedy opted yes, and the bill, which
--ollowo.K.oliznaraegoso ssoatosog sanyog_r___MaryietAliatostildabama
_ ..--akkso.aniteitred-in__Psklic_.sYearkscoa- button boosting liberal Republican
16,000 contribution from the Senate
fensocpes destined for the Argentine
David Durenberger, his party's,
Democratic campaign fund just before
Itavy, passed 90 to t.
nominee for Hubert Humphrey's old
the crucial Senate vote on President
Kennedy's aides told us the senator
Senate seat. Later, the Berrnans dined
Carter's
hotly-contestedgas
*d not know the exemption was in the
with Mrs. Durenberger at The Palm, a
deregulation bill.
*ill when he voted for it, a disclaimer
popular Washington restaurant
Over the protests of . Sen. Alan
that raises eyebfows among senators
frequented by Democratic politicians.
Cranston, Byrd's Senate Democratic
istio recognize Kennedy's staff as one of
Mrs. Berman was still wearing the
whip, and other members of the Senate
Ihe most alert and best-informed on
Durenberger button.
Campaign committee - including Sen.
Hill.
True,the Durenbergers and Bermans
Howard Metzenbaum - Byrd stuck to
*- The munitions cutoff in 'Kennedy's
are longtime friends. But would Mrs.
his guns. One possible reason: he
:077 bill-aimed specifically and solely
Berman be wearing a Republican
.wanted Mrs. Allen's vote on the gas bill.
* Argentina for its' human rights
button had Rep. Donald Fraser, a DFL
aiolations - did not take effect until
Cranston was doubtful about the final
liberal stalwart, won the Democratic
fiept. 30,1978. Under the exemption that
$5,000 contribution for Mrs. Allen's
primary?
iliennedy staffers insist slipped by hifn
primary election run-off because her
Fraser was upset by mss:rick
Ivithout his knowledge, Kollmorgen will
opponent, state Sen.,Donald Stewart,
conservative
Democrat Robert Short,
- Tontin ue making periscopes for
looked like (and proved to be) an easy
who is viewed as the devil incarnate by
4rgentina, with no trace of Kennelly
winner. As for Metzenbaum, he was a
the Mondale - that is, the liberal • baying opened a loophole for a
leader in the losing battle against the
e-ing of the DFL. Although Mondale
Massachusetts
company.
gas
bill.
.•
publicly backed Short after the
FORD LN'air
One Senate insider told us that proof
primary, some Mondale aides do not
Two top Republicans who haven't
of a link between the contribution and
disguise their contempt.for Short.
tt Jthr4 Nlautlin
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I Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes: stories and family noses.1

The Chdmpion Family
qualified physician with a license to
practice medicine.
Farming was his first love and
remained so all during his life. He was
-deeply involved in the Black Patch
Wars in Kentucky about 1909 and was
considered one of the ringleaders of the
burning of tobacco warehouses in
rebellion to the regulations being forced
onto the tobacco growers. ok cousin,
Macon Champion, was arrested in
Calloway County and he implicated the
others. This led to Emilious' arrest and
conviction. He was so well liked in all
I have corresponded with Bonnie
the surrounding, communities that a
several times she lives in Cleveland,
petition was circulated and received
Texas now') about her family, the Duffs
many signatures. It contained almost
all the signatures of residents of
arnd the Champions, trying to tie up the
loose ends which are the inevitable
Calvert City and Birmingham,
result ,of almost any genealogical
requesting a full pardoned. He was
trearch. It seems that her great-greatpardoned by the governor of Kentucky,
grandmother (who married a Duff)
and the people then pressured him to
run for the Legislature, but he declined.
*ea originally a Donelson, and family
legend has it that she was related in
He was twice married. Hia first
marriage to my great-grandmother,
time way to Rachel Donelson, who
ritarried Andrew Jackson. For this
Amanda Ann Brown, was quite stormy.
reason. Bonnie has been very inAmanda was jealous, with cause of her
tarested in the diary of the trip made by
husband and his female patients. If he
was a little late returning from a call to
John Donelson, There is evidence that
he passed very close to the original
one of these patients, he was likely to be
tDme site, as is evidenced by the
greeted by a flying missile - skillets,
naming nf Demunsbers Bay, a
bowls, whatever was handy. He was
scrlloquialization of Demonbnien often locked out of the Nouse if it was a
timothy Demonbruen was a wellnight call. On one occasion, he was
clown mercantile agent at the old site
quite late, it was the middle of winter,
at Nashville and may well have been
and he was locked out. Everyone went
part of the exploration party.
to bed and when he returned and
:It is also part of the family legends
couldn't get in because the doors were
locked, he tired to climb in his bedroom
that the old cabin - now almost in
window only to be greeted by a basin of
pieces-Wee visited by Gummi Grant,
hot water. He gave up on getting in that
diking his-trip from Paducah to Fort
Henry, at a much later date.
particular window and went around to
try and get in his son's window only to
:Bonnie has Compiled much of her
find it stuck tight- this is where his son
family history into a book entitled The
awoke to find his father clinging' to the
Cbampieu Trails in America window frame vainly trying to open the
117$. in it, she traces the family lineage
window while soaked and almost
back to England, as well as relating
frozen.
many family stories, some of which I
Emilious was quite a cut-up, loved
hope to share next week. This week, I
practical jokes and teasing and kept the
wauld like to excerpt from the section
household in a constant uproar. It must
dealing with her great-grandfather, Dr.
have been an exciting and fairly happy
Dpillous Champion (1858-l931.
life, but something went wrong because
"He was taught the basics of
this marriage ended in divorce.
medicine by his father and was often
Amanda was so mad at hirn that'she
called upon to minister aid when his
legally. changed her name to Brown
fallable due to ill health
father was wilagain after their divorce. She never
.:r aktendance to other patients. He was
remarried."
quite young when called upon to fill in
It was repootecLin one of the many
for his father and he was quickly
stories about Dr. Champion that he
nicknamed "Little Doc" by these
'obstetrically delivered Keen Johnson patients. They liked him so well and he
later Lieutenant Governor and
was apparently quite good at setting
Governor of Kentucky, assisted by Mrs.
broken bones and sewing up cuts, they
Sadie Ramage." In the"4ocal papers
began to ask for him instead of his
around 1907-1909, his name figured
father.
prominently in many of the Tobacco
This went on for some time before the
War activities, the most notoriowr of
auttakrities asked him for an es:
which was the raid on Birmingham. But',
planation for his praeticing Medicate
as far as the newspaper accounts
wiqiout benefit of a license! He was
recall, Dr Champion's main ineven the choice *of *tending medical
seives1 or going tato- -nowt -ewer the
volvement seems to have been MererY
patching up the nther coMbatants.
mSter He decided to attend school and
Next week, we will go into more of the
wt to Van4erbilt Medical College in
slorieS.
•tIsvflle, wherelintildiatel- IS S "ritairipkiff
For the last few weeks, this column
has dealt with John Donelson's early.
explorations of West Kentucky.
Coincidentally, I attended a family
'reunion at Camp Energy, LBL, which',ties in with this early exploration. The
family which held its second annual
reunion, was Champion. Its main
organizer-and researcher is a very nice
:woman named Bonnie Duff Smith, who
lived, before TVA took over Land
Between the Lakes, in Lyon County,
near Desnumbers Bay.
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Looking Back

Letters-To The Edit -.--

10 Yeats Ago

Humane Society
Says_ Tlionks

Births reported include a boy,
Trip 73 of Hazel was selected ais the
potetanding Scout unit .whioli
--Edw06700well.to ilk- alactidnaiP
Owen Barber on Oct. 3, and a. boy,
exemplified Scouting at the Four
_Edward Thurman, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rivers Fall Camporee.
Freddy Hendon on Oct. 4.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Myrtle
Calloway County Country Club
Lassiter, age 56.
winners in Match and Medal Golf Play
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will review the
for the 1968 ladies season who were
book, "The Thread That Runs So
presented trophies were Evelyn Jones,
True," by Jesse Stuart at.the meeting
Veneta Sexton, Betty Lowry, and Carol
of the New Concord School ParentHibbard.
Teacher Club on Oct. 17.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Housing Commission
will apply for 100 low rent housing units
for the city of Murray. Members of the
commission include D. L. Divelbiss,
Buford Hurt, L D. Miller, and W. G.
Nash.
Harvey Ellis has been chairman of
the 1958 United Fund Drive for Murray
and Calloway County.
The United Church Women of Murray
and Calloway County have centered
their service program around the

Murray Hospital this year, according to
Mrs M. C. Ellis, president, and Mrs.
Ben Grogan, secretary.
Miss Mary Helen Waters, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Neva
Waters, was
married to Joseph Kirk O'Keefe, son of
Gen. and Mrs. Richard O'Keefe of
Washington, D. C.
June Fay, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. V. Foy, is a student at the University
of Kentucky, Lexington.

program after his talk.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Boyett will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Oct. 17 with a reception at
the home of their,
daugMer, Mrs.
Fleetwood Crouch.
New officers of the 'Lee Farmer
Group of the Children of the Confederacy are Edwina Kirk, Carolyn
Wallis, Olivia Barnett, Lochie Bell
Overbey, Mary Florence Churchill, and
Wylene Jones.
Mr.and Mrs. John Martin of Decatur,
are the guests of his mother, Mrs
Vickie Martin, and his sister, Miss
Katie Martin.

Cpl. Brigham Futrell of the Kentucky
State Police spoke- on "Safety Rules
And Laws" at the meeting of the
Mothers Club at Murray Training
School yesterday. A special safety
program with Mrs. Collie Barnett as
chairman is being promoted by the
club, according to Mrs. Elmer Collins,
president.
Hall Hood, director of the West
Kentucky Symphony Society, spoke at
'the meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
Janet Smith, pianist, Gene Hendon,
tenor sax, and Clegg Austin, clarinet,
Murray students, presented a musical

40 Years Ago

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday Oct. 14, the 287th
day of 1978. There are 78 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1066, Normans under
William the Conqueror defeated the
English at the Battle of Hastings...
On this date:
In-1644, the founder of Pennsylvania,
William Penn, was born in London.
In 1890, the 34th president of the
United States, Dwight Eisenhower, was
born in Denison, Texas.
In 1923, Ankara became the capital of
Turkey.
In 1944, in World War II, British and
Greek troops liberated Athens from
German occupation forces.
Thought for today: The first-half of
our lives is ruined by our parents and
the second half by our children Clarence Darrow, American lawyer,
1857-1938.

Bible Thought
Whose height was six cubits and a
span. - 1 Samuel 17:4.
Threats from size and prowess and
overwhelming strength may create
dismay. Yet the issue may be settled by
such insignificant things as a.pebble in
a brook, or the courage of the less.
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Registered voters in Calloway County
now number 10,171, according to official records.
W. J. Caplinger, superintendent of
Murray City and Murray Training
Schools, has been elected president of
the
First • District
Education
Association.
Murray State College will have its
homecoming on Oct. 15. A portrait of
Dr. Rainey T. Wells will be unveiled at
the college library during the special
festivities. Murray State Thoroughbreds, SIAA titleholders, will meet
Birmingham-Southern in the football
game orlbe homecoming.
Deaths reported this week include
Andrew David Hicks, age 62, John
Price, age 55, Mrs. Dock Key,and W. H.
Duncan.
Robert...Mayfield will be superin-

tendent of the Murray State College
farm, according to A. Carman, head of
the department ,of agriculture.
Richard Mills and Joe Jones will be
awarded special gold medals for
Calloway County winning 4-H team in
the National 4-H Dairy Production
Demonstration Contest.
The Blood River Baptist ASSOCB10.10T1
will convene Oct. 19 and 20 at Oak
Grove Church.
Mr.and Mrs. Bill Henson celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on
Oct. 9.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Milton Walston, a
boy to Mr and Mrs. Pogue Outland, and
a boy to /Orr. and Mrs. Raiford Adams
Taro hundred and twelve students
from Calloway County are enrolled at
Murray State College.

Dear Editor:
On . behalf of the members of the
Humane Society of Calloway County, I
would like to thank the several hundred
„citizens of Murray and Calloway
County who turned out Sunday, October
IL for. the opening of the new county
animal shelter. Their Interest and
general praise for the structure were
heartening and indicative of the importance they place on the humane
treatment of animals and the solution of
animal problems in this area. Certainly, all Calloway countians have a
right to be proud of their new shelter!
I Would 'also like his -thank Judge:Executive Robert 0. Miller, the
rhtrnbers of the Fiscal Court, Warren'
Hale, and Charles McKenney for their ,
support and assistance in planning and •
preparing for the open house: Specialthanks should go to the following firms
which donated food and other items for ._
the event: Southside IGA, Northside o'
IGA, Owens Food Market, Flavo-Rich
Milk Company, Krogers, Sammons
Bakery, Scott Drugs, Murray Catering •
and Opal Smith. Juanita's Florist
furnished flowers, and Max Churchill ..
erected a tent. Thanks also to The
Murray Ledger & Times, WNBS,
wSJP, and Channel 6 for providing,
publicity and news coverage.
Without the generosity and,
assistance of the coun6o officials, the,.
above firms, and many other in-. ---"
dividuals who cannot be listed here, the:
open house could not have been the,
success that it was. We are most
grateful to all of them.
Keith M. Heim _
1
'President
Humane Society of Calloway
County
•

Also Wants
Home Saved
Dear Editor:
I would like to echo Miss Eagle's
senttiments in the matter of preservation of the old Swann residence. It is
not only a lovely house but a landmark
in Murray.
If yesterday's beauties are scrapped,
what will the children of tomorrow
judge us by - a chromium and glass
service station?
Sincerely,
Anne Wood
Coldwater Road
Murray, Ky.

50 Years Ago
Several hundred persons viewed the
100 head of fine cattle exhibited during
the' Calloway County Jersey Cattle
Show Oct. 7 and 8 at Farmers Loose
Leaf Floor, according to County Agent
P. H. Wilson.
Deaths reported this week include
Miss Marian Gregory, Mrs J. C.
Brooks, Joe Batley, age 19, Viginia
Walker, infant girl, and Annie Udell
Lassiter.
.•
The Southwest Kentucky Medical
Association will meet here Oct. 23. Dr.
E. B. Houston of Murray is president
. Senator McNary of Oregon, author of
the McNitry-Haugen farm relief bill,
will Teak at the Calloway County Court
-House on Oct. 17.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to Union City High School by the score
of 7 to 0 in. a football game at Union
City. .
Marriages reported this week include
May Ivey to Irvan Jones on Sept 21.
_Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Coy Williams on
Oct. 1..
Goodrich tires, size 30X3kt, are advertised at $7.95 each at Beaman &
PrPirker.Galirtraiglnw,
' Showing at e Capitol Theatre la Lon
(limey in •"The Big City."
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Key To Congress' Adjournment

Mrs. Shemwell Dies
Frtday; Funeral
Planned Sunday
Mrs. Lela May Shemwel1.80,
titilli~lIkratMlorrnerty ofSymsonia, died Friday at 7:45'
a.m.. at Cedar Crest Senior
Citizens Home.
A member of Syrnsonia
United Methodist Church, she •
is ,suryived by one daughter.
Mrs. Barton Reid, Gilbertsville; one grandson, Mike
• Reid, Syrnsenia; -two sister!,
Miss Lala Reed, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Nell Donovan, Akron,
Ohio: four brothers,..Parker
-Reed;. Kirksey, Cecil Reed,
Clyde Reed and Willie Reed,
all of Benton.
'
Services will be Sunday at
two p.m. at Linn Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. J. D.-Featheriton will officiate and
burial will- be in Symsonia
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
WON"-
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Presbyterians To
Cathohc—Church
iWar Pastor Speak Masses Scheduled

The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor
of
the .First
Presbyterian Church, will
speak on the subject,
"Stewardship Is Response,"
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday,Oct. 15,at
the church. Scripture will be
from Psalm 72:1-19.
Lisa Slater will direct the
choir with Steve Clark as
organist. Their selection will
be "Reach Dui:"
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m.Sunday.
}The nursery will be -open
during the service of worship.
The Senior High Youth
Group will meet Sunday at
seven p.m..

"Invited to the Banquet"
will be the title of the sermon
for the massei by the Rev,
Martin Mattingly on Saturday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
at 6:30 p.m. and on Sunday at
eight b.m., eleven a.m., and Some 200 to 300 state em4:30 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic ployees were to meet today
Human
Kentucky
Church. His scripture will be with
Resources Secretary Peter
from Matthew 22-1-14.
Church School will be Conn to discuss their salaries
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. Nursecy and other problems.
A spokesman for the emfor 2 to 6 year olds will be
during the eleven a.m. mass ployees, most of whom are
.employed by the state Bureau
on Sunday.
Coffee and doughnuts are of Social Insurance in
served after the masses at Louisville, said the salaries of
eight and eleven a.m. on many workers are so low that
they qualify for the same food
Sunday..
stamps they issife.
The spokesman told a
Louisville television station
WLKY-TV) that raises were
promised months ago, but no
action has been ten.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Sue Coleman Bybee, Hurt
Drive, will be held at 2 p.m.
Sunday in the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Brother Ed Davis
officiating. Burial will be in
the Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may. call at the
funeral home after 1 p.m.
today.
.. Mrs. Bybee, 55, was killed
Thursday in a three-vehicle
collision in Forsyth, Ga. Her
husband, Joe W. Bybee, was
injured in the accident. She
was a member of the New
Concord Church of Christ.
Survivors include her
husband; two sons, Barry
Bybee, Route 1, Ainno, and
Buddy Bybee, Coach Estates,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
The Rev. Dj. Jerrell White
Hafton (Mary Alice) Garner,
will speak on "Happiness:
Route 3, Murray; two
The University Church of Living By God's Rules" with
brothers, Holmes Coleman, Christ will hear
Drew •scripture from II John 1:4-6 at
New Concord, and Pat McGukin speak at the
10:30 10:50 a.m., and on "Building
Coleman, MIll Lay; and two a.m. and six
p.m. worship Up Yourself On Your Faith'
grandchildren, Tony Bybee services on Sunday, Oct. 15. with scripture from Jude 1:14and Michelle Bybee.
His scriptures will be from I 25 at seven p.m., on Sunday,
Thess. 5:1-11 and Habakkuk Oct. 15, at the Mernorill
Baptist Church.
3:2-19.
Assisting in the services will
Joe Morton, deacon of the
be Ernie Bailey, Wayne
week, will assist in 'the serWilliams, Vernon Gantt, Max
vices. J. T. Lee will direct the
"The World God Loves" Cleaver, Murrell Goheen,
song service with Sharon
Owens as pianist and
with scripture from John 3:16 Tommy Reid, and Joe West.
Richard Smith, James
will be 01e subject of the
Margaret Wilkins as organist.
sermon by the Rev. Dr. Bill Feltner, Jack Wilson, Terry
Church Teaching with
Whittaker, pastor of the First Smith, Chuck Wilson, Tim Elbert Thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m., and
Baptist Church, at the 10:45 Feltner, Willard Alls, Mark
a.m. services on Sunday, Oct. Ails, and Joey West will serve Church Training with J. T.
The Lord's Supper.
Lee as director will be at six
U. •
Nursery supervisors will be p.m. on Sunday.
His subject at the seven
p.m. services will be "I Am Jeanette Sister, Mary Beth
The Light of the World" with Hays, Jane Houghton, Sherry
Newsome, Rachel Hendon,
scripture from John 8:12; 9
and JoAnn Williams.
6.
Bible study will be held at
Randy Sorrow, minister of
Bro. John Dale will speak on
youth, and Stanford Andrus, 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
"What Is 'Renewer" with
deacon of the week, will assist
scripture from II Cor. 4:16-18
in the services.
at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m., and on
Wayne Halley, minister of
"Renewal
and
Reconmusic, will sing a solo and
ciliation" with scripture from
direct the music with Joan
Eph. 2:14-17 at six p.m. on
Bowker as organist and Allene
Sunday,
Oct. 15, at the Seventh
Knight as pianist. Mrs. Linda
Holy Communion will be
Wright will sing a solo at the celebrated at the 9:45 a.m. and PoplarChurch of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
evening service. Special services on Sunday, Oct. 15, at
music will be by the Church St. John's Episcopal Church be „Ray Karraker, Owen
Choir, morning, and College with the Rev. Stephen Moseley, Gene Roverts, Billy
Choir, evening.
Davenport, vicar of the Nix, William Gargus, Earl
Nanny, Mark Pugh, John
Volunteer nursery workers church, as the celebrant.
will be Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Acolytes will be Gus Moore, Rhodes, Forest Boyd, Roger
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Brian Doyle,and Ray Rodden. Rhodes, Terry Roberson,
Bobby Henry, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kyle and Mike Omelanuk Gene Jones, and Randy
David Hill, Mrs. Richard will be lay readers. Serving as Moore.
Presiding for The Lord's
Jones, Mrs. C. W. Herndon, ushers will be Brian Krizan
Miss Pat Schmelter, Mrs.. and ,Daria Anderson. Linda Supper will be Steve Steele,
Pete Estes, Miss Mary Jane George will be in charge of the 'Vernon Anderson, Frank
Hargis, Euin Dick, and Webb
Estes, and Mr.and Mrs. Larry nursery.
Ragsdale.
Church School and Adult Cald411. Gay Evans will be
the teeu nursery helper.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Classes will be at eleven a.m.
Bible study will be at 9:40
a.m. and Church Training at
skating
party
will be held
A
a.m. Sunday.
six p.m.
at four p.m.Sunday.

Baptist Church To
Hear Pastor Speak

Church Of Christ
To Hear Bro. Dale

ss Eagle's
of presercience. It is
landmark
scrapped,
tomorrow
and glass

_Employees To
Meet Today
With SeCretary

Memorial Church
Drew McGukin Will Services Planned
Speak At Services

•
Calloway

NURSING 1A.ORK5HOP
Participants in a Nursing Care for an Aging Society"
workshop at Muer'ay. Slate University Wednesday (Oct. 11) discuss information
provided to them dui* the all-day session. Shown (left to right) aie. Sandy &Asks,
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, Tenn.: Oleta Burkeen of the Department, of
Nursing faculty. at Murray State, workshop coordinator: Tammy Patton and Arlene
Slater, Southgate H.C.C., Metropolis, Ill.: jean K. Culp, a member of the Murray State
nursing faculty and a esslf!)W leader: and Betty Thompson,South H. C. C. Metropolis, Ill.
About 171 nurses, adrhinistrators, social workers, dietitians, students, and other health
care practitioners attended the workshop sponsored by the Department of Nursing at
Murray State. They discussed nursing care for the elderly as it relates to physical,
psychosocial, and nutritional aspects.

Episcopal Church

Plans Communion

Shirley's Florist.
502 N.4th
Is Liquidating All

-

Landscape Material
Prices Cut In

1/2

Because of these prices terms of sale are:
No Refunds; NI Delivery
No Guarantee, AIT Sales Cash
HOURS: Saturday 8:00-5:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Amanommirmilmok

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

By EtiBIOND Le BRETON
re placement
for
the billion for foreign aid -and --Plinies
- would norhave to pay
Associated Press Writer.
Mississippi River Lucks and 'authorizing a $1.8 billion for abortion but would be
WASHINGTON 1AP) —
Dam 26 at Alton,Ill.
contribution to the Inter; • reqUIle-cl to cover costs of lick_
Codgressional
negotiator's
.,
— After a 15-week deadlock, national Monetary Fund's leave and medical care should ii-Trecoirtgressforrtrt ctritterres spfefeT -program- Tor If PrtirVer7Srffileir HS
tax-cut bill out of the Senate's
agreed on compromise developing countries pinched result of an abortion.
,0.3 billion version and the
legislation that would require by high oil prices went to the
— The House 'Ways and
House's $16.3 billion altercompanies with sick-leave or president after the Senate took Means Committee was unable.
native, hold the key to and Welfare departments, the the final legislattvestep.
to gather a quortun for conCongress'adjournment.
SenaSe
— Also sent to the president sideration of ti Senate-passed
passed. stopgap
After a full day, qf private legislatijui In. fund. the was a bill authorizing $1.2 hospital-cosi control bilLand
negotiations among them- departments and release disability-pay progiams to the measure may be in danger
klves and with Carter ad- delayedpaychecks.
extend coverage to pregnant of not _passinA/ during' this
ministration representatives
— A bill approPating 87.3 workers. They agreed corn- session.
Friday, tax conferees planned
a public session today to see
how close they 'are to
agreement on the big bill.
One stumbling block to
agreement' on taxes apparently has been thrust
aside. Key congressional
aides say the tuitiektax credit
provision is dead ffir-the year.
The apparent reason:
adamant Senate opposition to
House insistence that college
credits be accompanied by
similar aid for pupils in
private- --elerne4141107-7-atici
secondary schools.
On today's official last day
of the session — a day expected to run well past midnight — supporters of the'
much-compromised energy
package were in a strong
position. - Holding their
breaths, they saw the House
MURRAY. KENTUCI
71
.
1114
.
11
11111...vote Friday, 207-206, to keep
the bundle intact and stave off
a separate vote on its most
controversial
elepinent,
natural gas pricing.
With all the elements
lumped together there was
general expectation the
energy measure would be
approved by a comfortable
margin in the House since the
alternative was no bill at all.
All but one of the five sections have cleared the Senate.
The fifth, a watered-down
energy-tax measure including
a levy on fuel-inefficient cars
and a credit up to $300 for.
home insulation was expected
to pass routinely today before
• Tested exclusive Maytag Jetthe House took up the
wash action/ Compare/ Smaller
package.
(111111
IN THE MAYTAG
holes mean high velocity jet.
Rut the conferees on the big
spray • Energy Saving cycle
tax bill had a full measure of
4e/seamen,.
dries without heat • New stylWin one of 100 MAYTAG'One rears
problems. President Carter
Dishwashers or one of 500 dishwasher
ing, smart colors • Tested exSupply- of CASCADE
objects to the size of the
detergent .
clusive
Maytag Micro-Mesh",
Senate tax cut, to the extent of
come
Mae NOWI wo medusa
entry bum. rntr, h Ws*.
-us)
e, and
tax relief provided for capital
Filter
gains, and to a RepublicanNobody gets dishes
backed provision, supported
cleaner than Maytag
by votes in both chambers,for
further
tax
reductions
beginning in 1980 contingent
on spending restraints.
As lawmakers worked deep
into the night Friday,
Congress disposed of a variety
Sale Ends
of Other issues:

NOTICE

If you plan to buy a new PtP4WASIIER, WASHER—of
DRYER during the next 6 months, you owe it to yourself to buy now during the

BIG CLEARANCE SALE

__This Week At
—.00111ftim.„

Save $25 with factory
savings certificate in
current magazines
WIN a new MAYTAG and Cascade cartons

Jetdean- Dishwasher

The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, pastor, speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Oct. 15.4
Special music at the morning service will be by Less
Outland. Ronald Hardison is
music director- with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
- The House voted
Carolyn Caldwell, Mary
reprimands
for three memBogard,
Catherine
_tiers perimpri by its ethics
Smotherman,
3-CiretUnderhill, and Lottie Hall. committee of various imBuel Downey is bus driver for proprieties in connection with
October and for bus in- funds received from South
formation call Don Hale 753- Korean businessman Tongsun
Park. They are Reps. Edward
3063.
R. Roybal,.Charles H. Wilson
Prayer service and youth
and John J. McFall, all
study group will meet at 7:30
California Democrats.
p.m.on Wednesday.

Christian Church
To Hear Pastor;
Luncheon Planned
The First Christian Church
will hear the Rev. Dr David
C. Roos, pastor, speak on the
subject, ".The Unjudgl Judge
& Unneighborly Neighbor," at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service
on Sunday, Oct. 15.
"Lord Thou Hast Searched
Me Out" will be the anthem by
the choir, directed by
Margaret Porter with Maxine
Clark as organist.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson will be
worship leader with Tracey
Eldredge as candle lighter
and elrner Collins and Voris
Wells as greeters.
Elders serving will be
Henry Holton and Auburn
Wells. Deacons servini.: will be
Jim Clopton, Randy ulick,
Mike Holton, Robert Hopkins,
Don McCord, and Lenve4
Yates. Lyn Ryan and Amy
Roos will be nursery attendants.
A noonluncheon will follow
the morning worship service
with the Christian Women's
• Fellowship -in charge of the
preparations and serving.
Karin MarF'erron and Helen
general
are
Campbell
chairmen.
Mrs. Cleo Apperson will tell
about her recent trip to Italy
and show her-pictures at the
vesper services at six v.m. on
Sunday. ,
The youth groups *Ill meet
at 5:30 p.m. foc-auppoir
meetings al six p.m.Sunday.

NOTICE

NOTICE

— The Senate approved the
Humphrey-Hawkins employment bill, already passed
in somewhat different form by
the House. But the Senate
voted to include a strong antiinflation goal alongside the
bill's call for reduced
joblessness. The bill's chances
for final passage hinge on how
the House reacts to the
'change.
— As a dispute between the
House and Senate on the use of
federal funds to pay for
abortions continued to block
the appropriation bill for the
Labor and Health, Education
billion for more than 100 parks
and preservation projects and
for urban parks, community
centers and athletic fields.

CleanSuleep-stakes ,
,equalsd

poo

Save V60 on a'
pair ofDeluxe Iffaytags
Saturday

SAVE 30)sAvE
crew preview Maytag big we medals

• Energy-eIttcien, operat.On • All fabric
cycle selection • Powef Fin,
. agitator •
Self Cleanmg. long-lasting porcelain tub
• Built to last longer and need few,
repair,

OWN

pow/roue Maytag auto-dry rawasta

. Fast. energy-efficient operation • Big
capacity to handle big loads • Low temp
Stream-of-Heal'. drytnc • End of cycle
signal reminder

SAVEupto100
_Final Clearance on Maytag
F- Dishwasher
discontinued models

— Congressional action was
completed also on longpending legislation to tax fuel
toed on inland waterways and
rovide a $421 million

New Maytag models on the
way. Act now and SAVE

r

Carter PTA Plans
Open House Monday

The Carter Schbol ParentTeacher Association will have
Ispen house at'the school on
Monday, Oct. 16.
Parents will meet at the
cafeteria at seven p.in, for a
short meeting with open houses
to follow from 7:15 toll:00p.m.
Refreshments will be
available, according to Alan
president of the'PTA, who-urges all parents
osed intsrastod. paranns in
attend.

Just

ydst

510 CAPACITY DISHWASHER
•Mee level washing:. Batanced racking • Unsurpassed
capacity • Multi-cycle
selection • Self-cteaning
Micro-Meshr" filter
• Power Module.
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Replacement
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Guidry, Though Not His
Rescues.- IfcirtIcees
By the Associated Press
4444
got the win and Graig Nettles
picked up the save, resetting
the New York Yankees in the
crucial third game of the 75th
World Series.
The Yankees came home
Friday night and • enjoyed it
immensely, beating 'Los
"halve the
Angethi
Dedgers' lead in the best-of--ssevestSerses-ta2s1.
Today, in a rematch of the'
amehing game pitchers,
righthander Ed Figueroa tries
to erase his "choke" label
—when-he-eppesew left-handed
sinkerball • specialist Tommy
John, who had the Yanks
hitting- ground balls last
-Tuesday night.
Guidry, the 25-game winner
4 pitched
in the regular seon,

couple of runs it's as good as ----elosest thing rve seen
out of jams all night Friday.
an RBI or two," said Nettles, Brooks. The man can play:
lind ilia best our such was wisp bas been.iptogioivioas---LTIxibinc_licuuLt.could_do__
elt,ff.es,
hw
t?f
et1.
the lfargr
d
1-,
do
thirtd
think! better Was come in and throw.
plate in the Series.
magical
can play qw-d base as well as Puff might have more range
:'Guidry didn't beat us:
going to his left and a little
Nettles did," said Dodger anybody..
,
Dodgers Ahmed di awe better arm."
The
second baseman Da ey
pitching
thwbest
his
Guidry
while
plays
fielding
Nettles'
of
_
Lopes, who was robbed on one
Yanks, seeing his great-- arm in baseball, but he was
-the
of Nettles' gems in the soak
ness all seasian, considered it lidt overwhelming against the
inning
another day at_the office Dodgers. In fact,. he was
_sjuitt
bases-toadeds
under0thelrning.
for the classy third baseman.
"He probably saved four or
•'1 had my fastbaU in the
"What he did tonight-isolot
Yanks," said
five runs ter
but lost-4-on
bullpen
It-was-just
thesirdinary.
• out of
Dodger slugger Steve Garvey,
on national TV," said Reggie to the mound," said the skinny
who also was victintizedthy
Jackson, the Yankee slugger left-hander. "I realized about
Nettles' gold glove with the
whose line single knocked in the second or third inning that
bases loaded and two out in
the middle run of a three-run the ball wasn't popping, so I
the fifth_ Ale was the key."
i4Sreritti- =ring- off- -Dodger had to resort to something
Roy White homered in the
starter f.4on Sutton. It was the else. I took something off the
opening inning for the Yanks'
seventh straight Series game ball, threw a lot of change-ups
first rtin. Nettles singled and
in which Jackson has and pitched to spots.
scored in the second for all the
• •When my fastball is
delivered a run - one short of
runs Guidry would needs -Gehrig's record set a half working, I don't have to throw
Lou
'If you save your club a
change-ups."
century ago.
Dodger slugger Reggie
"His nickname is 'Puff,' hit
'wellan•
blew the Dodgers out," Smith fanned ton the game.
?tinting may play a deciding role in today's Ohio Valley Conference clash (7:30 p.m.) between Murray State aid Middle Tenhe
laritatith."agobkW_T-It was only-- is fourth
.
ranks sixthirrtirrelft-wittiy--Yhtmsrds a frisk sewage,wirtte
nessee'aTitafire wartIsm:hunt The *veers'Wesfu,ye.so.
-strikeout of---the game for
I'tODUlSOfl,
Sounders is second in the league and No. 2 nationally with a 42.1 average. Saunders and Furgerson also rank first
Randy
Middle's
a
who
surrendered
Guidry,
- played any better"
and second in number of times punted in the conference with 32 and 30, respectively. Above, Roger Rushing blocks a UT-Martin
Paul Blair, the slick Yankee season-high seven walks • and
Staff Photo By Tony Wilson
player.
hits.
eight
in
played
outfielder,
6. 6-3 .
"I had anticipated more
Baltimore for several years
BARCELONA, Spain
heat from Guidry," said
the
Robinson,
Brooks
with
Paolo
Romania,
of
Nastase
Smith."He struck me out on a
Bertolucci of Italy, Balazs best-fielding third baseman in
change-up, a slow change-up.
times.
modern
Ivan
and
Hungary
of
Toroczy
That isn't fair."
so
were
them
of
"Both
Lend' of Czechoslovakia
Fuhrmann returned a fumble
In the *Aber game, Doyton across the state, twe games
Yankee catcher Thurman .---,Bythe-Associatecl-Press
Blair.
Said
consistent,"
singles
men's
the
advanced to
until tonight,
Munson, who singled in one
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Fort 25 yards for a score, and Mike surprised No. 3 Beechwood of were postponed
semifinals of the $175,000 "Whether they were hitting
State AAA
involving
both
Brown
Tom
as
14-7
by
A
later
and
State
Nagy
Steve
Williams
a
County,
run
in
then
and
scored
the
Knox and Breathitt
Count of Godo Tennis Tour- .330 or .130, they made all the
teams.
64
and
70
plays in the held. Puff is the seventh, helped nurse Guidry pair of unranked AAA teams, added short TEI runs to finish scored on runs of
nament.
through his struggles,
have made solid bids for Meade County's_ 1.0sgame yards_ in _a_ _198-yard ..per
"You know the song,'I did it recognition on the Kentucky winning streak.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Prep Football
Danny Back roared for four
my way.' That's the way high school football scene.
Subscribers wile limsi. not
Guidry pitched tonight. Slow
Fort Knox, 6-1, made the touchdowns and 153 yards in
received tiseir h...-delivered
formance.
stuff and more slow stuff. His biggest noise of the weekend leading Breathitt County's
copy of Ilse Murray ledger &
top-ranked
other
Four
slider wasn't any good and he with an 18-7 upset of rout.
.
nines by 5:30 p.m. Mondayexpected.
Three other ranked teams teams won as
didn't pop my glove. It had to previously unbeaten Meade
friday or by 330 p.m. on Sear.
County
Jefferson
of
Trinity
be my way," said Munson.
County, the topranked State were !eaten, but two of those
flays are urged tq call 753.1916
stopped Eastern 28-7,
The Dodgers closed within 2- AAA team. Breathitt County, losses came at the hands of AAAA
State
of
County
between 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Greenup
runs with a bases-loaded home gobbled it up as if it were a 1 in the third on Bill Russell's meanwhile, won . its ninth other rated outfits. No., 2
Barboursville,
nipped
Mossday-friday, or 3:30 p.m.
AAAA
RBI single. But they never straight game of the season Corbin of State AA slipped by
lollipop.
W.Va., 7-6 on Marvin Munn's
sal 4 ie.. Serterdoys, insure
on
6-3
Somerset
ftfthranked
stranding
11
again,
Mk.
scored
of
roasting
the
48-0
at
a
with
"It was like a day
That's exactly what Nettles
a
&leery of tbe newspaper. Coils
the ,strength of Roy Taylor's fourth-period TD run and
•
did in the third game - at beach," he quipped af- baserunners - three on third Napier.
kick by Bruce
conversion
mint be placed by 6- p.m.
A,
State
in
while,
run
oPeyard
base.
jumped
7-1,
Meade County,
Yankee Stadium, preventing a terward. His lip is as sharp as
Mentz, and Mayfield eif State
weekdoys or 4 p.m. Saturdays
"Guidry pitched just well ahead of Knox on William topranked Paintsville
possible Yankee catastrophe.
his glove.
Trigg County 35-10.
blasted
AA
Is
ewes/tee delivery.
unpreviously
base,"
on
slaughtered
men
with
enough
touchValentine's 49-yard
"I couldn't have done it
The crowd of 56,447 came to
Due to all-day rain showers
and
fourthranked
beaten
on
"And
kept
we
Garvey.
said
advantage
that
but
run,
Guidry,
him,"
said
down
without
cheer Ron Guidry, the
that soaked playing. fields
Yankees' 25-3 mound ace, and who, survived his wildest making a mistake: we kept was shortlived. Knox's David Raceland 45-0.
the rajah of "Ftibbiesy truns outing of the year. "The hitting the ball to Nettles."
The Dodgers certainly could
batted in), Reggie Jackson. greatest exhibition by a third,
a third-game loss a lot
afford
seen,"
ever
I've
baseman
They wound up giving a
standing ovation to the guy commented Dodgers Manager more than the Yankees.
"We're still in the driver's
Tom Lasorda.
with the golden glove.
Nettles acknowledged that seat," said Lopes. "They have
Nettles made four diving,
scrambling stabs of hard-hit he played his position with a 4- to win three out of four and we
balls, two with the bases year-old glove with a tear in just have. to win two.- I'm
loaded, all snuffing out in- the pocket and with a fierce pretty sure we're a .500
team."
love for close combat.
cipient Dodger rallies.

_Ash,AdvancesIn.$outh
Pacific. Nastase Wins
BRISBANE, Australia Topseeded Arthur Ashe ousted
Alan Stone of Australia 4-6, 64, 7-5 in the men's singles
quarter-finals of the $50,000
South Pacific Tennis Classic.
In other quarter-final action, Mark Edmondson of
Australia eliminated fellow
criuntrynnan Ross Case 6-0,4-

Fort Knox Stuns Meade Coulity

Nettles' Hero Always
Had A Baseball Glove On
By'WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
.When Gratg
N,,EW YORK Nettles played cops .and
robbers as a kid, he didn't get
his Wks blasting away with
both guns. He enjoyed looking
down the steely throat of a
sisshooter -and daring it to do
its worst.
When he dreamed of some
day becoming a great baseball
player, he didn't envision
himself as a Babe Ruth or a
Lou Gehrig, poling prodigious
home runs into the second-tier
seats while fans screamed
hysterically.
He saw himself standing
close to third base, daring- the
guy with the piece of lumber ip
his hand,at home plate to try
to hit a ball past him.
' His hero never has been
Ruth or Gehrig, the handsome
6-foot Californian said after a
ball-devouring
sensational
exhibition Friday night that
wYork Yankees a
gave the
5-1 victory over the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
-It always has been Brooks
Robinson," he said, referring
to the ,.legendary vacuum
cleaner of the Baltimore
Orioles.
"Some people look down
their noses at defense. To
them, hitting is the big thing.
Me? I love to play defense. I
think it's as important as
offense.
"I'd rather save four runs
with my glove than score four
As personalized
as your needs.
Let us compare
protection
and service.

Bob Bonney
107 N. 46
753-4937

Representing:
FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

The first eame in the thirda headlong lunge to spear a
rocket-like shot off the bat of
Reggie Smith with two men on
base. lif-thelifth, he nailed
another certain hit by Smith,
preventing the 'ball from
shooting into the outfield, and
then ended the threat with a
miraculous stop of a thot. bys
Steve Garvey.
The bases were loaded
again in the sixth when Davey
Dopes challenged him with a
burner down the line. Nettles

Jones Will Attempt
To Rescue 2-4 Colts

By the Associated Press
For Coach Ted l'vlarchibroda
and the Baltimore Colts, • the
long wait appears to be over.
Quarterback Bert Jones will
probably return to action
Sunday against the New York
Jets.
"How long can you go
without your better football
players?" Marchibroda
wondered as the Colts
staggered along without Jones
and a host of others, losing
four of their first six games of
the season. "We're very
we're in the position
fortunate
WATER,
_VIRGINIA
England - Ray Floyd of the we are with the problems
United States.'-birdied four we've faced this season. We're
holes in a row and went on to 2-4 but only two games out
take al-hole lead over fellow with 10 to go. We feel Bert will
American Torn Watson after be ready to play. From ,all
18 holes of their second-round indications his shoulder is
match in the World Match healed."
Jones' preseason shoulder
Play Golf Championship.
Ise° Aoki of Japan led separation was only one of the
fivetime winner Gary,,Player problems faced by Marof gouth Africa by 3 holes. chibroda. Lydell Mitchell was
-Simon Owen of New Zealand traded away . to San ...Diego
was 1-up on Spain's Sevvy after getting into a salary
Defending dispute. Stan White, George
Ballesteros.
Marsh of Kunz and several other
Graham
champion
Australia had a 4-hole lead players also were-sidelined by
injuries and Nelson Munsey
over British hope Nick Faldo.
All four matches were set to retired.
Still, the Celts are within
be resumed Saturday.
distance of first place
striking'
ROANOKE, Texas Silvia
in the American Conference
shot
Bertolaccini
openinground even-par 72 to East with Miami and New
grab the first-round lead in the England 4-2.
The Dolphins have played
$75,000 Dallas Civitan Open.
Locked in a second place tie all but eight minutes of the
at 73 are Lynn Adams,Sandra Jeason ( the last eight minutes
Spusieh, Joyce Kazmierski, of last Monday night's 21-0
Mary Dwyer and Sandra victory over Cincinnati)
without quarterback Bob
Palmer.

Floyd Leads
Tom Watson
-InMatch Play

GUITAR SALE
on
guitars in stock
new
new iine of all
Sale Starts Monday, October 16

CHUCKS MUSIC CENTER
1411 Muin St.
1 Week Only

Griese. He figures to start this
Sunday in San Diego. And New
England may have to do
without its No.1 quarterback.
Steve Grogan, when the Pats
visit Cincinnati. Grogan who
has a hand injury.
The Jets, meanwhile, are
guided these days by Matt
Robinson in the absence of
Richard Todd, sidelined by a
broken collarbone. New York
demolished Buffalo 45-14 las
Sunday to even its mark at 3-3
In Sunday's other games it's
Las Angeles at Minnesota.
New Orleans at San Francisco, Detroit at Atlanta.
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Seattle vs. Green Bay at
Milwaukee, Tampa Bay at the
New York Giants, Washingtor
at Philadelphia, Buffalo at
Houston, Dallas at St.i,ouis
and Kansas City at Oakland
Chicago, with newly acquire
defensive tackle Alan Page
visits Denver Monday night.

OUT
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Jones hit completed 78
percent of his passes against
the Jets in nine previous
games. The Colts have won slit
in a row over New York.
connecting for 13 touchdowns
in that span.
The Jets have gone ahnos
exclusively to a running gams
in Todd's absence. Last week
they gained 231 yards rushing
including 91 by Kevin Long
who tied a one-game clut
record with three touchdown
on the ground. Long ha
rushed for 388 yards RAC
gained another 103 on 1
receptions. Jee, Washington.
obtained in the Mitchell trades
leads the Colts in rushing will
286 yards and in receivins
. with 16 catches.
Th Steelers and Brown
are in a rematch Of their Saw
24 game when Pittsburgh, ot
Teery Kradahaw's 100t1
pass, won 154.ir
career
overtime. Pittsburgh, T-Lst
Angeles and Washington are
remain unbeater
trying,
while St. Louis ancirincirthal
are looking for their firs.
ji•bstr

The Murray 11
Brenda Conk'
Hopkins. Not

The '79 Dodges are here now rd we've
got-them! The big news this year is
the big new St. Regis, the lean luxury
car built for people who don't want to
give up full-sized comfort. Attover the
country, and right here-iii town,
the_Saint marching in.
Omni '79: It does it all We've
got a big selection of Omni's
with 1.1e new Optional Tri-Ltght
roof, arid opium§ like air

conditioning and automatic transmission. And you have to see the new
Dodge Adventurer .SE pickups with
dramatic front-end restyling and
contemporary rectangular headlights.
Dodge still offers the-lowest
priced pickup in America,
too. Why nbt stop in and see
us and the new Dodge,
soon? We've got the Dodge
you.Want, Ara price you want

IIICE
'

JIM FAIN MOTORS
-
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Southern Cal Faces Arizona
HE•RSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
There will be something old
and something new on opposite sides of the field tonight
when Southern California
invades Sun Devil Stadium in
Tempe, Ariz., for a Paaffic-10
Conference meeting with
Arizona Stare.
Something old is Southern
Cal, a perennial conference
power — eight Rose Bowl trips,
tri the last 12 years — and
ranked second in the nation in
the latest Associated Press
college football poll.
•
Something new is Arizona
State, one of the two fledgling
members of the conference
who have enlarged the old
Pac-8 into the current Pac-10.
"I've never been to Arizona
State, but I'm sure it'll be
tough," says'USC Coach John
Robinson. "Any time you're a
home team playing before a
rabid crowd you've got an
advantage."
And Arizona State will have
'67,000 of its ticket-holders in
the 70,311-seat stadium.
"The whole basis of Arizona
State's 'offense is explosiveness," says Robinson.
"Frank Kush has produced
some of the great skill people
in college football, and .I think
their offense this year is
similar to their great ones of
the past.

"They're willing to wheel
and deal with the ball. They
remind me in that way of
Stanford, which might be
willing to throw the ball 10
straight times. And I think
Arizona State. has quarterbacks who are capable of
doing that and completing 10
or 12 in a row. If they're
having a hot night they can be
as potent an offensive team as
there is in the country."
Although Arizona,. State's
fans are acting like there's no
tomorrow, Kush says that if
the Sun Devils lose — and they
are a decided underdog —
"The sun will still come up in
the East the next morning."
But the excitement even
seems to have the Arizona
State publicity department in
its grip. This week's release
says things like "USC...THE
Trojans.. THE
Number
Tvioranked team in the
nation...In THE most irnportant regularseason game
ever to be played at Sun Devil
Stadium."
•
Even Kush concedes that
"this is what it's all about.
We've stepped up to the Pac10, and that means playing
with the big boys. I feel we'll
be competitive because our
athletes, along with the
coaches, are placing a lot of
emphasis on the game, plus
we need to redeem ourselves

C.M.A1
Featuring...
▪ Powerplay 24 Watts
• Fast forward
• Volume and balance controls
• Separate bass and treble controls
•
• Fader
• LociDx and stereo/mono switches
• Dial-indoor tuning
• FM mute
• Program -repeat
.0 Smatt-Oliassis

after a horrible exhibition
against Washington State."
Ironically, Arizona State is
1-0 against Pacific Coast A.A.
opppsition and 2-0 against
teams from -the-- 'lantern
Athletic Conference, the
league it left to join the Pac-10.
But an embarrassing 56-14
loss to Washington State
makes the Sun Devils only 0-1
in their own Pac-10.

Bullets Off And Running
In other NBA season
openers, the Denver Nuggets
trimmed the San Antonio
Spurs 118-117, the Houston
Rockets beat the New York
Knicks 111-107, the Cleveland
Cavaliers defeated the Boston
Celtics
115-101,
the
Philadelphia 76ers topped the
Los Angeles Lakers 110-102,
the New Jersey Nets edged the
Detroit Pistons 107-105, the
Indiana Pacers downed the •
Atlanta Hawks 117-104, the
Phoenix Suns beat the San
Diego Clippers 128-114 and the
Seattle SuperSonics defeated
the Chicago Bulls 104-86.
Nuggets 118, Spurs 117 .
.. David ThoMpson's stuff shot
with 23 seconds left capped a
27-point game and broke the
final tie as the Nuggets edged
the Spurs. A free throw with
eight seconds to. play by'
newcomer Charlie Scott
provided the ma:-gin of victory
as San Antonio's Larry Kenon,
who scored 20 of his 38 points
in the fourth quarter, hit a
basket at the buzzer.
Rockets 111, Knicks 107

Xhe Boink of Gene reirticvs

Moses Malone scored 29
points and grabbed 20
rebounds in outplaying New
York's $3 million • free agent
signee, Marvin Webster, The
Rockets built a 20-point lead
and turned back a late Knicks
charge to win.
Rudy Tomjanovich, playing
his first game since having his
face shattered by Kermit
Washington's punch on Dec.9,
1977, had 20 points. 12
rebounds and 6 assists. Rick
Barry, Houston's $1 million
free agent prize, contributed
14 points and 6 assists while
Webster, in early foul trouble,
was held to 9 points and 5
rebounds. -

1

302 North 7th
Mayfield,Ky,

outhern
omfort...

Kentucky High School Scores

C_TP—A I G.
S682— $

By The Associated Press
Thursday Games
.Fulton City 33 Dresden Tenn
14
Oboro Cath 22 Union Co6
Friday Games
.Allen Co 19 Metcalfe Co 0
Ashland 29 Huntington WVa
0
Bardstown 20 LaRue Co0
Belfry 24 Johnson Central 14
Bellevue 20 Newport0
Bourbon Co vs Madison
Central, ppd rain
Bowling Green 12 FknSimpson 7
Breathitt Co 48 MC Napier 0
Bullitt Central 18 Lou
Southern 14
Butler Co 44 Breckinridge
Co 0
Caverna 26 Gamaliel 0
Cawood 14 Leslie Co 13
Christian Co 13 Pad Tilghman 0
Conner vs Boone Co, ppd
rain
Corbin 6 Somerset 3
Dayton 14 Beechwood 7
Erlanger Lloyd 20 Simon
Kenton 14
Estill Co6 Rock castle Co 0
Fairview 12 Green Town•
ship Ohio6
Fern Creek 35 Lou Atherton

99
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Featuring...
• Trans Rib Driver Produces Full Range
• Up to 50 Watts Music Power Per Cnanne
• 11 Oz Magnet in 41 Oz System
_
• Integrille
• 1 4:: vdice coil on Teflon' Bearing

Featuring...
• Locking fast forward and rewind
vatumee balance 'Ind tone controls
• LoCaltaiStance switch
• Small chassis

C_reA I G.
T609 -

0

I.ist $154.95

where we can help you,just as we
_helped your father's generation
and your grandfather s rleration.

Opening Nightfor NBA

By the Associated Press
The Washingon Bullets are
"We're not as big and
picking up right where they
physical as USC," says Kush. left
off.
"We can't play them one-onThe Bullets received their
one. Physically, they'll 1977-78 championship
rings
dominate us. But there's one
from Commissioner Larry
thing about the Sun Devils — O'Brien
in ceremonies prior to
they always get up for the Friday night's National
tough one. Our kids will be up. Basketball
Association season
USC will know it's been in a opener.
They then went out
football game.
and raced to a 17-4 lead over
In the afternoon, top-rated New Orleans and were never
Oklahoma visits Kansas, headed, starting their defense
Michigan State is at No. 5 of their title with an imMichigan, Florida at No. 7 pressive 117-101 victory.
"I told the players before
Alabama, Kansas State at No.
8 Nebraska, No.9 Pitt at Notre the game that the ring was
Dame and No. 10 Maryland at symbolic," said Washington
Syracuse. Arkansas and Penn Coach Dick Motta. "It's a
State, tied for third in this confidence builder. I wanted
to wear it during the game
week's AP ratings, are idle.
It's
exdifficult
to
In the Second Ten, No. 13
Colorado is at Oklahoma plain.. there's something
State, No. 15 Florida State at being champion.
"But it's history now and the
Mississippi State, No. 16 Ohio
job
is ahead of us."
State at Purdue, Washington
The job is to` repeat as
at No. 18 Stanford and No. 20
Iowa State at No. 19 Missouri. champion, something no team
has done in the past decade,
not since the mighty Boston
'Celtics in 1968 and 1969.

List $239.95
.Craig.Jensen
•Ultraliner.Big Brute
..Audiovox

"We are definitely disapBy TONY WILSON
This year's Murray squad NCAA executive board con- in high school.
iodated that their injuries will be stocked with five -- sidered withdrawing the
Sports Editer
Other newcomers are Allen
Injuries always play a occured before practice even newcomers whom are junior automatic berth from five Mann, a 6-6 junior forward,
4umut
-*I10..1 ",-41a1L-Greeae.
andAirsent--uolifereizea —one 4,‘them the Burry SEM',
as. in other team sports, but we're hopeful that we can has a reason. OVC — but a proposal by a forward; Keith Oglesby„ a 6-5
rarely does a coach have, to recover wall enough to still
"Junior college transfers group representing the OVC at junior forward; 0 Gordon
worry about them before his field a good squad."
have always been good to the board's meeting helped Melton, a 6-6 freshman forteam has even begun - Greene is entering his first' me," he said. "Some coaches sway their decision.
ward; Kenny Hammonds, a 6season as the Racer coach try to gel. away from
preseason practice.
Five lettermen return from 5 freshman forward', Herman
That's the situation facing after being named the recruiting.junior • college last year's squad which lost 18 Boyd,a 6-5freshman forward;
first-year Murray State Southeastern Conference players, but I've had good of 26 games and finished and Tom Adams, a 6-3 freshbasketball Coach Ron Greene. "Coach of the Year" at success with them."
seventh in the league race. man guard. NCAA rules permit workouts_ Mississippi State last season.
Composed primarily -cif Jahn Randall, a 6-8 forward,
The Racers will practice
for college basketball teens to He guided the' Rebels to a junior-college
players, Bobo Jackson, a 6-2 guard,- from approximately 1 to 3:30
begin Sunday, but Greene and second-place finish in the Greene's,1973-74 University of Tom Leffler, a 6-4 senior, p.m. daily, except for Sunhis staff will start without two league, behind eventual ney Orleans squad was David
Lowry, a 041 days. "We wouldn't practice
national-champion Kentucky.
promising- neetners;--ranked No. 1 nationally in sophomore, and Robert Kelly, this Sunday," said Greene.
Greene is uncertain of what Division II in the fnal a 6-5 forward, all return, as "Except for the fact that
Mike Diederick, a 6-10
junior center, and Harvey type of team he will have, but Associated Press poll.
does reclshirt senior Roy opening day for practice falls
McNeal, a 5-ll junior ggard, based on his comments and
Greene, 39, owns a 189-98 Taylor, Indiana's "Mr. on a Sunday. They'll usually
both are out indefinitely after coaching philosophy, it will career coaching record.
Basketball" his senior season have that day off."
suffering &Mbar knee in- likely differ from Fred
The reinstatement of the
Overton teams of the past four automatic bid to the NCAA
juries.
Diederick, according to years, which displayed a fast- post-season tournament to the
Greene, sustained his injury breaking, wide-open offense.
Ohio Vaal Conference, says
"We will probably structure Greene, will make a
— torn cartilage- — during a
touch football game, but not a pattern-oriented attack, in a tremendous difference in the
When the day_is ended, most men
while he was playing.-"I think very disciplined manner," amount of exposure the league
hav2 earned
only say that
can
Greene
go
in
said earlier this
he was getting ready to
is year. will get.
the/
We want- ---controtted--"Thartre"
's day
-Otehit
ands-he ov koy tolIg-1114-4---e-Wage• But when-a
situation and will !Fisk hard college basketball," said
sidelines," said Greene.
--is over. he knows he has built McNeal, a transfer from on shot selection."
Greene."The right to compete
something for tomorrow...and
Greene also stated that his for the national title should be
Phillips County Community
beyond. It takes patience ai id hard
College in Helena, Ark., also defense will be primarily the-right of every basketball
work. And, often. borrowed capital
injured a knee while at- man-to-man, though he will league."
tempting a layup in a workout. employ a zone on occasign.
Earlier in the year, the
to reach long term goals. That's

The Land Bath

The Murray 'High H•ashinan cheerleaders are, front row from left, Lonna Fun',
Sherrill° Ford and
Brenda Conley. Back row are Mary Burke, Tracy Eleyet, Kim Edmonds, Suzanne Pitman
and Leslie
Hopkins. Not pictured is Kim McCoert.
_
_
_
- Pbseerby Debi fienry
ddle Tenrgr;'white
rank first
IT-Mortin

Two Racer Basketballefs Sidelined Before-Practice liegini

Fleming Co 58 Betsy Layne
a
• Franklin Co 15 Harrison Co 8
•-• Ft Campbell 45 Todd Central 14 •
Ft Knox 18 Meade Co7
Garrard Co 22 Lincoln Co 8
Glasgow 35 Barren Co 12
Greenup Co 7 Barboursville
WVa 6.
Hancock Co 28 Berea 6
Harlan 28 Fleming-Neon 6
Harrodsburg 18 Anderson
Co0
Hart Co 2 Edmonson Co0
Heath 53 Crittenden Co 14
Jeffersbntown 8 Lou Seneca

$1299

CoMOIetti Line Of Craig—
Check our prices before buying. If its for the car, we've got
—
it!
the only Craig authorized service department in the area."

-We are

"We Service Only What We Sell"

World of Sound
"Use Our Layaway Plan"

0

153-5865
•
•••••••11,.....•••
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Tates Creek 7
Lex Lafayette 19 Oldham Co

0

Lou Ballard 21 Lou Durrett
14
Lou Bishop David 7
Pleasure Ridge Park 3
Lou Butler 25 Lou Doss 7
Lou Central 12 Lou Fairdale

0

Lau-DeSales 27 Lou Male 0
Lou Manual 6 Lou Waggener
0
Lou Stuart 14 Lou Moore 12
Lou Trinity 28 Lou Eastern 7
Lou Western 20 Lou
Shawnee 6
Lou Westport 7 Lou Thos
Jafferson 6
McLean Co12 Ohio Co 0
Madisonville
disonville
6
13 Oboro
Apollo
Marion Co vs Jessamine Co,
ppdrain
Marshall Co 21 Hopkinsville
12
Mayfield 35'Trigg Co 10-Middlesboro 30 Bell Co0
Montgomery Co 14 Boren
Cod
blorgan Co 14E Carter 12
NIullitt 7 Campbellsville 0
CaNt1411ardin
9
9 Nelson Co6
N
rt Cath 40 Covington'
06ten Co 20 Carroll Co 0
Oirensboro 36 Daviess Co 20
Pjlritsville 45 Raceland 0
vs Ludlow, ppd rain
P
eville 14 Elkhorn City 8
Pibeville 27 Lynch 6
Prestonsburg M Maysville-0
Rdkiland 38 Cairo 111 16
Rith Madison 1.1 Frankfort0
Matadi 21 Boyd Co 14 •
.
memia
or 8o 3 Boyle Co0 •
RtElsell1C
Rnellville 37 Ballard -

ear 6toun
It will ease the winters chills and electric
bills. Even be a cooler next Summer.%Living
down home like you are, don't be caught
without an electric heat pump. A fine southern
comfort that conserves energy.

Solt Co vs Nicholas Co, ppd
rain
Shetby Co 7.Elizabetlitown 0
Taplor Co 20 Green Co 12
Co 16 Henry Co 0
•
•
8E Hardin 0
en_tr2il.6 Warren

Ky Deaf 14 Eininence
Lthire1 Co 28 M1118705'6' .
Elist
"a
Lewis Co 16 Lawrenssfo 12
•-Brian-.Station -23 .ou
Valley 0
ppd

C•24 Mercer Co
Co Vs Lone Oak,

-West Ky. Rural Eledric
r
rtnnaralma rnrnerAnn
vvvrvi
writ v
Murray Mayfield

'
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The Peek Coil

I am sure you have heard
some of the results on the
Crooked Creek fish study. I
was a believer in brush piles
and tree tops a long time ago.
The study just made public the
pounds and percentages19pf

at;

. ,By'Charlie McKeasey
Pucks Unlimited Secretary

.

a.

•

Is

Anyone that has ever
crappie fished in a treetop
knows it is a better place than
a straight bank.
The Murray Bass Club
endett-thear-repularancethiaatournaments for the year and
the top tournament fisherman,
was Jerry McConnell.

fall movement is in full siwng.
If we have some mild weather
for a few weeks look out! You
could work at it a little bit and(
fill the freezer.
TfishecTfer crappie a couple

of times when it was very
windy and caught a few small
ones. I just can't enjoy it like I
do bass fishing.

almost 3,000,000 habitat acres
which prtnedes nearly 11,080
Neil Stubblefield won' the
banquet:and aucuon II raise miles of vital nesting shoreline
ttani classic and Dale Spann ` Several people have done
money for the national for waterfowl. In 1977 DU
won the challenge. I know
well by using minnows on the
chapter. With areaanerchants raised over $13,000,000 for
these guys have worked hard drop-offs and ledges in Blood
being asked for donations to -wetland habitat restoration
this year and deserve these River. Tbey were fishing in
auction at the banquet, I and, as a result of a 5 year
awards.
the 8 to 10 foot water bumping
thoulaht an article on what the fund-raising goal established
with Jackie Vaughn, the edge real easy. I think the
talked
I
$68,000,000
national chapter ofpucks. in 1976, must raise
Monday night and he told me water level will stabilize and
Unlimited has done'Rid is by 1961 to accelerate wetland
nice bass'n trip the the crappie will really get on
about-a
Canada.
doing for North American restoration work in
He fished the well with the program.
day.
same
COMPARE SCORES — Participants ot the. 19-8 National Field Archery Aasociatkm
waterfowl would be ap- So any contribution you make
lunker lures over
known
een
.Bets.
The
land
Bowhunter'.
at
Rendezvous
in
stores
takes
anticipation
compare
donation,
through money, gift
The Sauger have moved into
ProPrtal•-shallow stumps, treetops and
of Monday night's award ceremony at_Ruahing Creek Campground. The Rendezvou.
water and you can
The followineinformation or time to DU is a vital link to
shallow
bass
ten
his
boat
roeks- to
%sea aponatared by TVA, the Eagle Boss men's Club, and the National- Field Archeee
the future of North American
-them casting for .
comes from DU literature.
catch
still
limit.
Association.
Ducks Unlimited was waterfowl.
bass on the flats near schools
Jackie said the bass were of shad minnows. Trolling is
Tuesday, Oct. 17, at 7:00
founded-in 1937 to help restore
(1\ A Photo by &art. N. ett-hl
hitting the lyre as he buzzed it still the best method to take
p.m.' the local chapter of DU
prime waterfowl breeding
at different speeds losing one the larger Sauger however.
will meet at the Universitygrounds in Canada. where
fish for the day. They were
well over 70 per- rent if-all-Branch Bank of Murray_ Acan be taken along
serious about it when , you
great duck hunting film will be
North .American ivaterfowl
.the shoreline or small flies and
that.
Like
tickets
will'
Baaquat.--eatoh-them
-shown,
are hate/mi.
_ -spinners moet of the day.,
Since its inception, DU has also be available.
been
has
lure
lunker,
The
They get hungry for bugs
•
Please try to attend, I know
completed over 1400 Wetland
around several years and is before anything else does.
fiSh
taken
from
areas
had
that
restoration projects. These
you will enjoy the film.
structured placed and marked one of the best topwater lures
It's about time for me to
projects have benefited man'
ATHENS, Ala. — TVA is in north Alabama.
study period all the fish for fishermen and these areas a person can use.
the
- This weekend may be rainy
start talking about safety completing a study of the
as well as ducks by creating a
The result is that about 500 were about the same size contained double or more fish
and dainp so bundle up and go
I
Keat
een
l
on
the
bass
a
for
hunting.
while duck
stabilized water supply for
effects of heated water on sniallmouth bass will be regardless of the temperature than areas without
few Zia s and it looks like the anyway, happy fishing!
brush.
I hope that all the leaks Oa smallmouth bass, with an stocked at Upper Bear Creek
agriculture and industry.
of the water."
your hip boots as well as your• unexpected bonus for the if all goes well with capture
More than $70,000,000 has been
Another surprising thing
-raised in DU's forty year duck boats have been patched. --Upper Bear Creek- Reservoir and transfer operations.
about last spring's spawn,
• north Alabama.
history, $58,000,000 ii which. Check that old life jacket and in
"We have no idea why thefie. Wrenn said, was 'bat it inmake sure it still floats. Make
----tuis-neett-_ -sigent on wetland
The fish used in the study, fish spawned so early," said - volved fish in all temperature
and
improvement
sure you have an extra shear which began last November, Bill Wrenn, project manager ranges of the laboratory
management. This means that
pin that fits the prop on your spawned in the spring, to the at the biotherivialnaboratory channels."We don't know, but
boat motor. Paddling on a cold surprise of TVA fishery operated by TVA's Division of
almost $.80 of every dollar
there may be fish in the lake
By John Wilson knows, maybe the fish are because fag nights,alv cool,
contribution to DU goes
day is not much fun, of course biologists working at the Forestry, Fisheries, and which naturally spawn at an
put away your fishing fooled and think it's time to this kind of fishing appeals to
you
If
directly into aproject con- you must have a paddle in the agency'raa,-biothermal- Wildlife Development..
.
early age," he said.
tackle after the Labor Day spawn again.
boat if you are going to forget laboratory at Browns Ferry "!Smallanotith generally
struction.
•
the hardy,the warmly dressed
overall object of the
The
techniques or those who own houseboats.
of
beginning
fishing
the
Some
or
weekend
Presently. DU Membership the shear pin. Carrying dry Nuclear Plant near here. '
spawn at about three years of TVA studies is to determine
associated with But in spite of the chill, fall
stands at approximately, matches could be a life sayer
A bigger surprise was that age, and they normally spawn what effects heated water dove season, you may have that are
through fishing at night can be a gdod
continue
mistake.
big
a
summer
made
250,000, many of whom have so don't forget them.
the spawn involved year-old in May., But these fish discharges from electric
autumn. Quiet, calm fall way to put at last mess of
Experienced anglers regard
MAY ALL YOUR HUN- fish and occurred about a spawned in April."
been enrolled by over 1,100 DU
have
plants
power generating
fall as one of the best times of mornings are 'good times to fresh fish in the freezer before
TING BE SAFE AND EN- month
chapters nationwide.
than
earlier
Current research into ef- on aquatic life near plant
the
year to catch fish. Many
look for white bass "in the winter selatn.
.
JOYABLE.
Ducks Unlimited has served
smallmouth generally spawn fects of heated water on locations.
second in .jumps," chasing schools of
it
consider
selected species of fish began
An added bonus the fall
productivity only to the spring shad. Sometimes one- to twotwo years ago and dealt with
pound- largemouth or Ken- fisherman enjoys is the
spawning period.
walleye. That study showed
During the hot summer tucky bass join in, and a beautiful fall weather, with its
there were some adverse
months, many game species mixed bag of black and white crisp air and deep blue skys.
effects at the higher temAdd the brilliance of fall
retreat to deep water sanc- bass is possible.
_
peratere ranges. But it also
tuaries, where they are difNight fishing for white bass colors and it'shice to be out on
walleye have a
A familiar sight in fishing so they can dry thoroughly marine supply stores sell showed that
mad c,rappie is also productive the water even if the fish
ficult for all but veteran
tolerance
temperature
higher
ports is nets hung up to dry. during the week.
COUNTING FISH
plastic ventilating scrpa that
structure fishermen to locate. until winter arrives. But aren't biting_
laboratory
For example, toward the can be fitted- into a cockpit than previous
Commercial fishermen know
Except during feeding flurries aunimmulaniumesommiumiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii
BY POUNDS
had
studies
indicated.
that it's inviting expensive end of the day you can spread cover.
Knov.ing that many anglers at dawn and dusk, summer
.
The study on smallmouth like to stay informed about
trouble to put their big nets the anchor line out on the .Wlign
time_to put theTig
_fishing can be downright
showed virtually no their fa.orite actiNgy. Mercury frustrating.
bass
s, AMC,Jeep
'
Cain
tato storage lockers while still cockpit floor en route back to away for the minter, a really
when outboards' fishing department
changes
picture
the
Wet. It leads to mildew and port, so that the combination thorough drying-out program adverse effects, •even
But
,temperatures ware 12 to - la 'looked into the question of how
.•
rot.
of remaining sunlight and is in order. The more yoe
dramatically as the water
what the fish many fish a given body of water starts cooling and the sun's
And in popular yachting moving air can go to work on around, the more thiegs you degrees above
support.
will
in
can find that will benefit from normally experience
They learned that it isn't the rays become more oblique.
centers you can see docked it.
Wheeler Reservoir and. number of fish which count, but The - combination of lower
One of the advantages of an airing.
sailboats with sails and- rojaes
Wrenn said.
the number of pounds of fish. temperatures and less harsh,
Many seat cushions, for nearby streams,
spread out and hung up so they having a cockpit cover for a
laboratory
The following information,
biothermal
The
allows the
docked or moored boat is that example, have zippers along
can dry thoroughly.
developed by biologist Kenneth penetrating light
the
in
used
channels
12
has
drive
stern
MerCrui_ser
The
fish to remain longer in
since it keeps. coamit items their back sides so that foam
the
of
idea
an
gives
Carlander,
program, each 360
boating authorities recom- covered and out of sight of blocks inside can be removed. research
carrying capacity by species of shallow water, where they are
and 14 feet wide. fish in lakes.
long
feet
mend that you take a passers-by, you can lee Some kinds of foam soak up a
more likely to encounter the
They contain 20 inches of
- It shows that the poundage of angler's offering.
profitable tip from these things such as' PFD'a and surprising amount of water.
Also, undoing just one small natural river mud and have a fish per acre is limited, although
cushions spread out so they
Observations.
Surface lures, spinner baits
1
depth of four the number of fish may not'be
screw usually suffices to opert maximum water
If you use your boat only on can dry thoroughly.
and the relatively new "buzz"
North
641
lia•).
one-acre
a
753-6448
words,
other
In
also conA good cockpit cover will up a navigation light so that feet. The channels
weekends, - try to put things
60 one, baits are loc
liii IIIuultIIIluIiISIitiiiii
'd bass Producers iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifl,IUhI
areas with rock lake might support
away. on Sunday evening have provisions for ample air any small amount of water tain shallow
pound black bass, or it might in the fall. The buzz bait
which attract aquatic life support one 60-pound black resembles the safety-pin
already dried out,or arrangtd car-Fultion. Otherwise, that has gotten in from rain or
spawning bass (with 60,000 fishermen spinner bait, except for a
spray can dry out. If you leave forms and provide
and chasing it), but it probably will
bluegill
for
areas
designed spinner
it there, it will remain long
specially
..tiafety-Ifider' Added To ..
never support more than 60
enough to corrode the bulb in smallmouth, -blade. These lures run acrossbass.
black
of
pounds
Wrenn said ... water temits socket.
The' figure in parentheses the surface of the- water with a
peratures in the channels - after each species is the maxi- bubbling, gurgling sound
during the past year ranged mum'number of pounds of that which really seems to attract
normally from 34 to 08 fish that a one-acre lake could shallow-water bass.
degrees. During the hottest support.Check out some of the same
Pike (22); walleye(30); largemonths of the "summer, the
cat- areas where you caught fish
channel
(60);
bass
mouth
A turkey shoot will be held warmest channels contained fish (60); crappie (70); bluegill last spring, because fail
temperatures (150), gizzard shad (450); and locational patterns often
Oct. 21 and 22 at Buchanan water. at
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
a.,
School near Paris Landing. ranging about 100 degrees.
carp (500).
reseMble those of the
least
the
that
shows
the
smallmouth
in
The
also
This
The shoot will begin at noon
spawning period. In fact, at
heated channels grew during desirable fish, carp and shad, least one angling authority
each day.
aa"-""aaass,
can be supported in far greater
The event is sponsored by the colder months of the year numbers than the most popular refers to a "false spawn"
the Paris Landing Volunteer at a much faster rate than sport fishes.
period in the fall. This period
Fire Department. A drawing those in the cold water
in carrying occurs when the water 'temThis
capacity occurs because game perature drops to the temwill be held each day for a channels, Wrenn said.
"But during the summer, fish are the top predators while perature at which the fish
country ham and refreshthe fish' in the colder channels most of the others serve as spawn in the spring. Who
ments will be available.
caught up, so that at the cid of forage fish.
,Om Nov. 16 the local chapter
ot Ducks Unlimited weft* a

AStudyung Effects Heated
ater Has On Smallmouths

Black's E
Wickhan
Smith, dt

-4003=10--

Experienced Anglers Regard
Fall As Good Fishing Time

Dry Gear Beforeg'Storing

Althoug
Marquis
predecesso
known. In
the new
be a 5.0-li
feature a
•I

Hunter Safety Pledge Kit

,Turkey Shoot Set
Near Paris Landing

SPORTING GOODS

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

aifference

•_ _
The thousands of hunters and outdoorsmen who take the
,
- laartiri Pireanns Company's Safety Pledge this year will receive the .company's newly-designed "Safety-Minder" as part of the
Popular Hunter Safety Pledge Kit.
; The three-inch. red and white -safety-Mind.
er" imprinted with
the words "IS-IT WADED?",
the
.cover
trigger
Kit
which includes an emdestined to
guard area of firearms to rebroidered shoulder patch, a
Insure
to
that
owner
wallet
the
card, a certificate suitmind
able for framing. a '
-aunper
the chamber and magazine are
sticker, and one of the new
empty
Safety Minders.
Marlin's safety pledge apthe Safety Pledge Program
pears on the back cover of the
r company catalog which is dis- was developed in 1975 as part
of
the company's continuing
tributed to more than one milpen sportamen annually Hunt:- commitment to firesuzns safety
and consehration.
'
sirs ate asked to read the
Those wishing to take the
'sledge, and If they agree with
pledge should write for more
it. to 'send 50 cents along with
information' Martin Safety
ii request for enrollment In the
Don-profit program. hereturn
Pledge, 100 Kenna Drove,
tor taking the pledge, the North Haven. Connecticut
receives-a-safetribierige 06f71
.
VOW
g MI11111101.11111.
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24 1-four Wrecker,Servica

2-112.dadti`aleVnd !if

-74
We Affre,-,ote Your Business
aa

Jfj
759-1872

203 E. Main

We Sell
TIEINURILI

•

TIECROFT

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
ind

Hooks Wheel Alignment
-"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779 In The Jackson Purchase
AWN.4th

641 SO1iIShII
r Discount

Where "Service Is Our Business *

BUCKS BODY SHOP
BODY-WORK

Goods
_

Hi-Way 641 S.

arg

•

-•

900 Sycamore ;•

Afgaray,Ky.

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Specializing in servicing tires S. 4 W.D. Vehicles -

51••••••,..4
Boot.

Sporting,

-

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

Boot'N' Motor
Outboard 8, Stern Drive Service

Big Mac's

Thornton
Body
Shop

SPortsn!en:

$hipwash

ara....camkg.pr

*

e

Hwy.641 Sotnit

7515142
;•••••;-...;

7t1.4tIt
• Your U-Hettl Headquarters
'''wnsislwnwwwww

4
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been na
by Mrs.
month o
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Blacks ReceiveAwards
Certificate of Achievement Aible for trade sales of_the_
awards have been presented_ entire rnidwest region, said
that the degree is only
to Black's Decorating Center,
awarded to those ihdividbals
701 S. 4th St., Murray. The
who successfully complete the
awards were presented by W.
Van Valkenburg, Nooger and
Wickham, midwest
G.
Nevelle, Inc., a New York
regiopal director of the
firm, training course.
Glidden Coatings and Resins
Wickham also said that the
Group Division of the S. C. M.
.investment of time and energy_
Corp.,Oak Brook,
_
In this course is commendable
Wickham, who is rearm-

e
was very
few small
joy it like I
have done
ws on the
es in Blood
fishing in
er bumping
I think the
bilis* and
_get on

Black's Decorating Center. Left to right at the presentation were Bill Gentry,
W. G.
Wickham, regional director, Carlos Black, Jr., Glenda Black, Ruby Duncan and Jim
Smith, dealer-distributor representative.

taken along
11 flies and
for bugs
does.
y be rainy
le up and go
hing!

Is are cool,
g appeals to
ly dressed
houseboats.
he chill, fall
n be a good
st mess of
eezer before
us the fall
ys is the ther, with its
p blue skys.
nee of fall
e to be out on
if tbu- fish

"This award identifies you
as being a professional,"
Wickham said to center owner
Carlos Black and his staff in
- making the presentation.

WI LSON

Independent Oilers Feel Squeeze

-•
moved into
• you can
casting for ear schools
Trolling is
Od to take
owever.

and represents A _desire to
become more proficient and
knowledgeable in the sale of
pant and paint products.

- Although 17 inches shorter and more than 800 pounds •lighter, the 1979 Mercury
Marquis will offer buyers more interior room and the same deep-well trunk of its
predecessor while maintaining the ride for whicb the Mercury nameplate has become
known. In addition, new front and rear suspension and steering systems Will make
the new car more Maneuverable. The standard 0owerplant of the 1979 Marquis Will
be a 5.0-liter (302-CID) V-8 engine. The optional 5.8-liter (351 CID) engine will
feature a second-generation Electronic Engine-.Control system that. will use, a'small
°Absurd'computer to control six engine functions.

ASSOCIATES .01- THE MONTH. Brenda Jones, left and Glenda Smith right have just_
been named associates of the month for Loretta Jobs Realtors. The award was given
by Mrs. jobs within her agency for combined listings and sales totaling S371,800 for The
month of September.

We at the

uipment

Black's Decorating Center
Alex McLeod
Glenda Smith
Bieirtcla Jones

-Recycled" service stations
are a common sight all across
ffentucky these days; filling •
stations have become fastfood shops or conveniepce
stores. Garbage bays dispense
insurance policies and consumer loans instead of 04.1
filters and engine tune-ups.
Where can °Ace 4r9YSIR.
fill'er Up, open air markets
and tree nurseries flourish.
And many abandoned
service stations stand silent,
with weeds growing around
the pumps and grime
collecting on plate glass
wiadows.
Statistically, according to
the Kentucky Gasoline
Dealers Association, there are
about 1,550 full-service
stations now operating in
Kentucky, compared to about
1,900 two years ago. And the
association lays the blame for
that not on escalating prices
for petroleum products, not on
real or imagined shortages,
but on the major oil companies who are "driving'us out
of business," as one former
dealer puts it.
owned
Stations
and
operated by those oil companies aren't the ones hardest
hit. It's the stations that are
leased by independent dealers
from those oil companies, and
those that art franchised
operations, that are feeling
the squeeze.
One such dealer who says
high rental fees drove him out
of business explains: "My
rent jumped from $260 a
month to $1,000. I simply
couldn't make it. Even though
gasoline was doubled in price
the last few years, it's not the
'dealer who's getting fat. It's
the big oil companies," said
Jim Atkins.
How can I make it, when the
company I rent from sells the
same gas down the street for
less? The company owns that
station and doesn't have to
pay itself rent," says another
dealer.
But the independent dealers
aren't giving up. Their state
association is looking with
renewed hope at a new
Maryland law, upheld by. the
U. S. Supreme Court in June,
that prohibits niajor oil
companies from operating
stations at the retail level. The
Kentucky Gasoline Dealers

EAST AURORA, N.Y. Fisher-Price officers from
both the United States and
Europe participated recently
In brief cererbohIeS as the new
Peterlee, England plant was
formally dedicated.
Located 250 miles north of
London on the eastern
seaboard of England, the
newest Fisher-Price facility
began toymaking operations
earlier this year and presently
employs 55 people in a variety
of fabrication, assembly, ane
warehousing jobs. Plan.
manager is Frank C
Yaverski, formerly manager
of the Holland (N.Y.) plantof
Fisher-Price.
The Peterlee plant is located
in the region's North-West
Industrial Estate and consists__
of two buildings, each approximately 25.000 sq. ft. The
complex has been desigqed for
future expansion.
Situated in an area that has
very positive economical and
logistical advantages ,,for
.Fisher-Price, the Peterlee
plant has been involved in the
production of (our. FisherPrice toys. The 1979 schedn'.•
calls for the assembly of
more items.
Fisher-Price -operates a
manufacturing
a ed
diatrihaiioncenterarft2arrin-•

Association wants to -see a
similar law eiiiieted by the
next General Assembly, and
according to Bill McIntyre
who serves as legislative
chairman of the association,
"it would eliminate unfair
competition from oil cornpanlei."
Kentucky-based Ashland Oil
is one of those companies
which understandably opposes such legislation, and
Ashland's B. W. Davis says
"consumers will pay for this
special interest legislation
through higher prices which
inevitably result in areas of
-stifled competition."
Another legislative hope-Of
the dealers' association is
Kentucky's
repeal
of
requirement that any retailer
selling gasoline must sell food
in order to hold a license td sell
beer. This is meant to cut
down on the temptation from
drivers to mix drinking and
driving, but Mr. McIntyre
says in reality it only serves to
prevent gasoline dealers from
cashing in on high-profit beer
sales while allowing such
sales at convenience stores
that have gasoline as a
sideline. "If gasoline and beer
can mix at the neighborhood
food mart, then that same mix
occurs at the service station,"
•
he said.
1••• •
State laws to - prohibit oil
companies , from retailing
their products and to allow
-gasoline dealers to sell beer

are a while off, but recent
federal legislation is giving
the independent dealers some
help in their struggle to stay
afloat.
The
Petroleum
Marketing Practices 'Act
compels oil companies to
negotiate new rents with
dealers and also protecte
against arbitrary cancellation
OT leases.
y
executive director of the
Kentucky association, says
this is already helping sortie
dealers in the state; It gives
dealers some bargaining
power," he says.
But there's still trouble at
the service station, he concedes, and to his mind the
public is the loser as more and
more full-service stations shut
off their pumps. Self-service
operations tend to make
drivers
routine
ignore
maintenance;'Their cars will
last -longer if someone checks
them regularly," he says. "In
the long run, it will save them
more on repairs and maintenance."
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
-THE MOVE LAST WEEK General market direction was
upward. Leading gainers:
Belknap (OTC), to 1331 from
131
/
2; Begley Drug (OTC), to
131
/
2 from 13; Jerrico (OTC),
to 153/4 from 1414. Largest
-declinei: Capital Holding
NYSE), to 241 1 ftom 253,-;
Thomas Industries, to 124s
from 1271; Lincol..1 Income
'
. ,2 tram 18.
Life, t0,17

1BANKING
IS EVERYBODY'S
,BUSINESS
Escheat Law losers--Citizens Not.Crooks
By Willis W. Alexander
Executive Vice President
A merican Bankers Association
To the uninitiated the term
"escheat law" would seem to
apply to crooks and other
scoundrels. Not so. All but
three states have such .laws,
and they could apply to you,
a relative, or a close friend.
The term is. derived from
old'English Feudal Law. It
originally referred to land
that reverted back to the
overseeing lord when legitimate heirs to a grant failed
to claim it.
• Today, the property in
question could be a checking
account,savings account,certificate of deposit, or the contents of your safe deposit box.
While you may think you
have undisputed claim to any
such property in your name,
the Uniform Disposition_ of
Unclaimed
Property
Act
states that you must not
leave it dormant, or inactive, or risk losing it to the
state as indefinite custodian
at as little as a zero or oneper-cent interest rate.
The time period after
which the property is turned
over to the state varies by
state law. In Michigan it's
only two years. In Delaware
it's 25. In many states it's
seven, ten, or 15.
To make sure your checking and savings accounts
remain active you should from
time to time:
• increase or decrease the
amount of the deposit,
• present your passbook
for the crediting of interest, or
• corcespond in writing
with your bank about the

account.
Be sure to collect, or rollover, your time deposits as
soon as they mature, and cash
all money orders, certified
checks, and travelers checks
within a reasonable period of
time, rather than keeping
them in the bottom of a desk
drawer for a "rainy day."
A safe deposit box is
considered "active" as long
as you keep up the rental
payments as scheduled. If unclaimed beyond the time
period stated in the law
since the last payment, the
valuables are auctioned offand personal items - such
as photographs and letters are thrown away.
Be assured that most banks
do attempt to contact customers when'the statutory limit
draws near if any of their
accounts are lying dormant.
It's not only good banking
practice, but good public
relations to track down the
owner or heirs.
In most states, if your
property has already been
turned over to the government, you may retrieve it, or
its monetary equivalent,if you
hold a valid-claim. But that's
not always easy to prove. If
you have questions or need
advice, check with your local
banker.
Meanwhile, to avoid any
possibility of having your
property escheated v or reverted to the 'state, make a
list of all your accounts and
keep it where it may be
found if anything happens to'
you. Notify your bank-when
you move, and cash all checks
promptly.

••
—.You may -We buried
. treasure" around your
house in the form of a
rare old book. Before,
you discard any old •
book, cheek to see if it
.
has value as an antieue.

by Bill Boyd
'Even if it isn't an antique, your savings, account
book has value.. it represents compounded growth
if youi money with complete safety.
Mei irs‘r FfIr

INSURANC
REAL EMT

•

•-

Ne
—w
— Säiñan
Alex H. McLeod,Jr. is now a
Real Estate Salesman with
Wilson Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc. Mr.
McLeod who resides in the
Meadow Green Acres Subdivision, is married to the
former Amelia Knott who is a
public health nurse. They
have two sons David and
Denny. Mr. McCleod was born
and raised in Hazel and has
lived in different sections of
A
the county. He attended
Murray State University and
graduated from Bethel
College and the Memphis

Theological School.
He.invites his many friends
to contact him at the Wilson
Real Estate Agency or at his
home for their real estate
needs.

This page is
written for
and sponsored
by the Murray
Business
Community

THE BEST PROTECTION
*LIFE INSURANCE*FIRE INSURANCE
*AUTO INSURANCE

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU
309 S. 5th

RAY T. BROACII
R. TERRY BROACII
753-4703

Takeabow
EORGE
OR,when

WASHINGTON
crossed
theDELAWARE
helaughed
attthewayto
thebanks
What Ceorge wanted to do was cross the'Delaware on
Christmas morning. surprise the British. and secure a badly
needed victory.
What he needed was boats. Specially designed boats that
could hold fifteen tons of men and artillery. That could
move in either direction. Boats that had a draft of
aot more than 20 inches.
_• ,- Happily. Robert Durham. rat, American. had already
designed and built them.
And other new Americans invested their c.ash to buy them.
And Washington sailed into a victory that turned the
tide of the Revolution.
Today. millions of Americans can invest in America and
Lcartie Out winning, too.
just sign up f-ir the Payroll Savings Plan at work. That
way, a little is set aside to-buy Bonds for you.
Regularly. Automatically.
Buy O.S. Sayings Bonds today. You:II have smooth
*It* tomorrow.
:
Noy F Hood% pas 6% asttrot arhcs 11,1t1 to •atstats MS sins I 4.a:ha hvt
I o.t •toIrs or acatroarsditands ca. bc upload it ti.fords arc rtossita Wi..•caded
Ilimad, is. Ic cadkot at soar bask latcro.t t. out siabTact
to ,tat, Of local MOIR talcs
tcdcral tax may Is dcktrot sold radogra
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6. HELP WANTED

A

S
.

HOT

L

-a. NOTICE'

L NOTICE .

1

2, NOTICE

FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones. 217 S
13th,. phone 753 3128

IDVLATISING__
DEADLINES
Au i display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before,
publication.
.
All
reader
• eiassifieds must besubmitted by 12 noon
. the
day
before
publication.

owt
ari'e

Fact
Free Gift
. Wrapping
1, A Svc, teit‘
Starks Hardware

Phone Numbers
for The
Ledger & Times
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Are As follows
News. Society and
753- 19 18
Sports
Retail Displa_yeodVettising 753-1919.
Classified - Divplay,
CirClassified.
culation and the
Business Office most
be reached on 753l9/b ond 753-1917

''stss „seS
./

YOUR NEED is ow...concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST. VICINITY OP'Cyprus
Springs Resort. Brown, long
hair, medium sized, female.
mixed breed dog. Tail curls
back. Reward. 436-51369
Over
or 436 2286. A. HELP WANTED

GABYSIT TER- in or around
Kirksey area. Must have
references. For working
time, call 489.2746 before 9
am and after 7 pm.
"---SAtsvstistsis IN rny home.
Week day afternoons. Own
-transportation
and
referEcfraeraecrutrect-ezra-953,9520, after 5 pm.
COOKS WANTED: Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Or. Apply in
person only, between 9 and 5

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
'STUDIO
0-VY.eddings
•Por traits .

753-8298
FURITURE STRIPPING &
Refinishing, no dippiing,
delivery
pickup 'and
available. For Sale OAK. 50
inch round table,6 matching
chairs, several high back
beds, dressers, chests,'kit
chen tables, cabinets,
rockers. Lots more furniture
Wood ' burning cook stove
with warming oven Call 502
345-2166. 10 miles west of
Murray on 94, then 2 miles
north 564, Joyees Antiques.
HOLLOW,WEEN
PUM
AKINS_ for the tuds. Alsa.pie,
freezer, canning and eating
pumpkins. Pete Henson, Old
Murray Paris Rd. Phone.
753-2542.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Pailesak, Ky.
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER,_

It for grooming all breeds of
medium and small dogs
October 16 through October
30 at Sudbury Park. We
groom with Tender Loving
Care_ By appointment only.
Call 759 4140, 9 to 5. Monday
?trough Friday

1

Accountant
Wanted
Opening has become
available for person
with bookkeeping experience
and
knowledge of accounting system. Send
resume to Roy Johnson Chevrolet, P.O.
Box tali, Dover, Tn.
37058.

DISHWASHERS WANTED.
Apply at Hungey Bear in
person, day shift.
Framer
EXPERIENCED
and mat cutter to work part
time. PfeaSe reply -glaring
experience and references to
P 0. Box 32-13, Murray, Ky.
42071.
MATURE RELIABLE
FEMALE to care tori yee•
old and 5 month-old girls in
my home. Hours. 8:30 am-2
pm Mon.-Fri., light house
work. - miiiti--64-ve own
transportation. Call 753-3/93
,
after 5 pm.
MATURE RELIABLE
_woman to care for 3 month
old baby in my home
-.Tvesday and Friday, 8 am to
Al pm. Light housework, call
753.9

PEANUTS

0
FINC/(TA
6REAT SOURCE OF
COMFORT ANC SECURITY

STILL NAVE Mt?
BLANKET,I SEE..

THANK KV FOR 61t4N6 IT
10 ME,SWEET BAI3800.t.
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NOW FOR THE
wEATHERSsi AN

oarOWfµ.4,46,0115-...

HE
WAS
RIGHT
FOR A
CHANGE

SUDDEN
SHOWERS
TODAY

4..
1 01.84

h

.
00.0
to -is

SOME BAILEY
ONE OM'/ USHERS
iS ILL, MRS. HALFTRACK.
WILL YOU AS THE
GENERAL IF HE CAN
FILL IN
.
1

MAINTENANCE MAN. Full
iime, 40 hour week Apply in

It
.VACUUM

Inn& Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

Departments

•

uh

14. HOME FURNISHINGS

COUCH AND CHAIR, lamps
and table, chairs and.
refrigerator. it 753.7786

••••

411111%)

tir

6. HELP WANTED

_s

I HOPE
I PIDN'T
INTERRUPT
ANYTHING

•

•
•

Ill'etil

WANTED SOME ONE to'
work B)-25 hour week days
Call 753-9081.
10. SUS.OPPORTUNITY A BUSINESS ready to go!
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock, building and
equipment. DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR, 502
Maple, 753-4312.. .--INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
4360 NET PER WK.
PART-TIME
Our latest pro/vam in au •
tomatic merchaNising
features. the new pop-top
hot foods All are nationally-known brands such as
Heinz. Campbell's Hormel.Chef Boy AT Dee, etc All
accounts are secured by
us.in office buildings.
schoisla industrial plants
and hospitals in your area
We need reltableoeciole in
your area la service these
accounts We provide se-

Rt 5 Benton, Ky.

It FARM EQUIP.
CAT DOZER •Old gaser but
excellent for farm. Rana
good and good under
carriage. Hydraulic blade,
54500, 415-5628.
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by thox Stock, model
E 24, 59.99, model H0-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model,$16.99.
Wallin Hardware,-Paris, TN.
_.-AMER SPECIAL,. fence
---LeontreitS,-_- -by- Snox
electric or battery'opcured locations in your
parated, S26.95, 39.99-;47112 -1,
YEW investment guaran/ly.99. itratttrr
cry•al
tee, company financing.
Paris, TN.
wholesale outlets one
20. SPORT EQUIP. . .S
year factory warranty
243 REMMINGTON BDL
parts and service. You
rifle, 3x9 varible scope, like
provide 8-10 hours your
new. Call 492-8312.
choice weekly, serviceable
21. MONUMENTS.
autorrfebile. be ready to,
FACTORY OUTLETT. New
Start in 30 days, minimum
Shipment of fiberglass
invest
$3000 Call
sheeting for underpinning or
Toll-Free. Phones staffed
-roofing._ Marshall County'
Monuments in DrOfirtVillif.,_
4 Hr Day.
- kwhawyy. 68 at Purchase
1-800-325-6400
Parkway.
Operator 60
22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN PIANOS and
CRAFTS: American Hanorgans, used pianos. Lonardo
dicra f t s.
dealerships
Piano Co., across Scorn Post
available. Write C. Hudson,3
Office, ParisrTN.
Tandy Center, Ft. Worth,
7
3 30
. 76101, or call 817-336
24. MISCELLANEOUS
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
EXTRA HOURSearns you
grain fed aged beef. Front
$500 per 1000 stuffing encluarter•S.85 cents a pound,
velopes with our circulars.
For information write: S 8, S
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler
Rd., Middletown, Ohio 45042.

'whole or side 5.95 cents a
pound.' Hind quarter $1.05
cents a pound hanging
weight, Food stamps ac
cepted. We.also do Custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 6428201.' One
mile north of Paris on old-

12. INSURANCE
k
MOMEowtons 1WSURANCE25°. DISCOUNT If YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE 307 N. 12T14 •
753-3243.
13. SALE OR TRADE

1951 FORD PICKUP, with
'Chrysler Heni engine an'
automatic, body fair Pon
dition. Call 759-1813,a/ter 4
pm.
et. WANT TO/WY
GOOD USED Restaurant
kitchen-equipment, all types,
also walk-in cooler and
,freezer. Call 753-4470.
vssis PIANO. Cali
• • 436-5485.
••
LATE 60's mid sized -car.
Also a horse 10 ride in spare
time. I am experienced .
rider. Call 753-3713.
USED YELLOW Jenny Lind
baby bed. Call 489-2742 after
5 pm.
WANT TO BUY 50,000 BTU
gas heating stove in excellent
working condition. Call 753•
4712.
WANT TO BUY GOOD 4 cly.
motor for Vega. Call 753-3376
after 5 pm.
WANT TO BUY a used
bedroom suite. Cell 753-2377.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT Piano,
needs worts $ioo or best
offer. Can 136-2547.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel,
tripple well pipe 6" X 30",
$17.88. I nstulation kit, $26.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
CORR ELLE . Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
S39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN,
CHAIN SAW chains, 3,6 inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,
$14.55.

Wallin

Hardware,

Paris, TN.
FIREPLACE Inclosures
with glass 'doors and wire'
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. '
FIREWOOD any length. Call
753-1951.
FOR SALE: Child's woodeq
rocker and vanity; -Doll's
wooden cradle and high
chair, good condition. Call

Ii,
0-04

IIITAINIF
AINI

a

CON&OATULATIONS!
YOUR DOG HAS •••••Ji,e
wON A FREE TRIP,) essi/
TO LAS VEGAS

t4Qas CAN SisE GO TO
LAS VEGAS ALONE?."

BUT FOR A.SmALL.,
FEE YOU CAN GO
wiTH HER

ti
04•

A

THE PHANTOM
' T DOESN

atft6gf IN PARK.

MATTER
ado4C) I AM.
.HERE
LJNYB..
cIrso coo

chain saw. Call 753-8632.
SMALL . WHEEL UTILITY
tilt trailer. Suitable for golf
cart. Located at Lake Shore
priCed00S2
5
Dr. Box Cr. 98,t4ISHimo

THEM
r

•

E F UltCHINA C HI NET and green
recilrlar ,( all 753.12411

Parinialk

DON'T
.wORRY

••••.,

4

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Itssd!M/s
Nudge & Son, Inc.
..n1S.6.4215

,

l"
Ifte4
4Far
jar.Ater,
WON'T MOVE
FORA WHILE,

NAVIN&
TROUBLE
111.
,
WITH
•
CONf'p,

underpinning. Call 753-1873.
29. HEATING 1. COOLING
HEATERS Electric, Matthews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
KING
Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
SEARS BEN FRANKLLIN
stove. Extra t,ice. Phone 753,
5510.

31. WANT TO RENT
SINGLE MALE (non
student) is seeking a fur
nished apartment, trailer or
house. Please call 753-3524
after 6 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
Manor, HUD subsidized
apartments ,for .the elderly.'
One BR now available, rent
based on income. Equal

St.
Newly
decorated.
Married couple, consider
smalf child, no pets,
references. Call 4.35 4138.
MODERN HOUSE for rent.
Call 753 8333.
34. R ENT OR LEASE
OFFICE OR Store Space for

rent. South 641, call 492 8634
SPACIOUS.se ACRE corner
lot for trailer between tivvy 94
east and 280 near East

Elementry School Wooded
area on -west side of lot. Call
753 7405 after 5 pm. '
40 X 60. FOOT
bonding,

-

1:40.6a
407
4

(`•

.4074 or 753-1877.
'
FOR SALE REPOSESSED
.1974 12 X 60 mobile home.
Ca11753-6151.
TWO BR Mobile home, 11
/
2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753-5816.
TRAILOR 12 -X 65; 3 BR, 2
bath, Fox Meadows, take up
payments. Call 751-3751.
12 X 60.2 BR, extra nice. Calf
489 2774.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, unfurnished, all electric, like
new, See at Riveria Ct. 7533280 before 5, or 436-2430 after 6_
12 X 60 1971 mobile.home, 3
bedroom with city lot, new
carpet and new aluminum

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR RENT, N. 12th.

carrier, baby clothes, size 12
maternity clothes. Homellte

ftEMEMBER, YOU
PROMISED TO FILE
CHARGES AGAINST

--wr

T

. HOME MADE QUILT,
maple leaf design, queen
size. Priced at $40. Call 7532601 or see at 506 Vine.
...MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
YOu EACH GET FIVE
4 NEW MAG. Polished
DOLL.A.IRS vioQT1-4 OF! Aluminum wheels. 11 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
FREE`COS(PS!
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393.
ONE NORGE ELECTRIC
range, one K ef vine tor
refrigerator, one Speed
Queen washing machine, one
Hot Point dryer, one Bennet
(
machine and one small
oxygen tank. If interested,
•
call 753 5229.
13 SPEED BICYCLE, like
new, $50. Call 492-8037 before
pm,.
rs 11C.44A T fC av44hwa
gradle and swing. Infant
•
••••=••••MMMIN.

LONDR

Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
1978 ZENITH STEREO':
track cabinet typo. Call 7535419.
27. MOB.H
E SALES •
FOR
E, 12 X 6/ Viceroy,
3 Bia; all electric, washer and
Aryer, side by side
refrigerator freezer, range,
all new carpet, glass sliding
door and air, $50013. Call 753-

opportunity housing. Call
753.8221.
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment, 602 Poplar
Street, heat and water fur.
nished. $125 per month. cart
753-2964 or come by apart
rnent 10 am - 2 pcn Saturday.

After 5 pm,753,8684.

Sig
hil

ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
FOR SALE: Sears Best
Power Mete-vacuum
cleaner.- 5 months old, excellent condition. 753-0584. le. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALt Used Singel'sewing machine, Zig Zap, all ..
regular- -attachments. Sewt
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash pr ice,- &WS°.-Pavratentl---7
can be arranged,call Martha-Hopper 1-354-6521 or write

.

.suitaple for workshop, air
compresser supplied: 1215
Duguid Dr. Call 753-4995.
37. LIVETTOCK:SUPP.
_EOURRE:G-ISTERED_Aftgus_LL_
bulls. 436-5618. MARE IN -"Poet, mule constamen: Call 435-4331. 38.-PE-TS-SUPPLIES.,
AKC ALASK IAN Malamute
Puppy 6 months. female,
make nice pet, shots and
wormed. 753 9390.
AKC GERANIN SHEPHERD
puppies, solid black, can
furnish 5 generations
_pedigree papers 502 554
/153, Paducah.
AKC REGISTERES St.
Bernard puppies. 4 Emile, 5
female. Call 753 5696.
REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniel puppies,170 C1114 7S3. •
Fri After 9 am, Sat and Sun

6. HELP WANTED

KENTON(
COMMONWEAL!
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AFFAIRS
Frankfort 40601
19 September 1918
K6-TPO
SUBJECT: Job Announcement t18-131
All CONCERNED
iffiginsithiescirtitt evil-service position is available immediately." This
position is designated EXCEPTED SERVICE
requiring ENLISTED membership in the Ky. Army National Guard and qualifications in appropriate MOS.
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLY TECHNICIAN,
•
GS-0301-07."Job Number R7135000. - SALARY: $12,336 to $16,035 per annunt
currentadjustedPay Rate) • .
CLOSING DATE: Applications will be sub; ••
mitte(iárrive in lne-office of.
General. BooRe NC Center. Frankfort, Ky. 40801 not later
_ than 20 October, 1978.
AREA OF CONSIDERATION: Open to apPlicants, currently employed technicians/members of the Ky. National- Guard OR eligible for
enlistment/appointment in the Ky. Army
National Guard.
LOCATION OF EMPLOYMENT: Murray,Ky.
• (Unit designation to be announced at a later
date).
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED: Normally a
-.- -minimum of 18 months of progressively.iesponsable experienee which demonstrates ability to
-isrgestieessapeetsiscsandsiarforsasdaystaslagsds
ministrative supply, maintenance, training,
public relations and recruiting functions independently and with minimal supervision. Must
be able to operate military vehicles and equipment organic to unit assignment. Must be able tb
type 45 words per minute (Staff Asst will make
certification to typing ability). Must have a
security clearance commensurate with TOE
-assignment or a level of clearance required by
current directives or higher headquarters. Must
occupy a TOE position in unit of assignment
comparable to technician assignment. Is
required to qualify by attendance at an appropriate MOS course of- instr-oetion or- appropriate Army extension -course, as Personnel
Spec, MOS Code 7114 or Armorer/Unit Supply
Spec, MOS Code,74W, Administrative Spec, MOS
Code 71L. Satisfactory completion of the AST
course 5)U-instruction at the NG Professional
Education Center is required . within two (2)
years after appointment. The appointee must
reside in the county Where the armory is located.
- SELECTION REQUIREMENTS: Excepted
technician appointments in the:NG Technician
Program are exempt from the competitive
examination requirements of Section 3308-3378 of
Title 5 USC. However, all appointments of candidates outside the technician workforce will be
in accordance with the State Merit Promotion
Plan. Further, the appointment of any person
outside the'present workforce must be documented sufficiently to support the fact that the appointee possesses equal or superior
qualifications to all other applicants (Ref: TPM
302.1, para 1-2).
BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTION: Responsible to
the unit commander in carrying out the commander's plans for the accomplishment of unit
objectives concerning recruiting programs,
procedures and requirements; public relations
and public 'Information functions; overall
training needs; maintenance of unit armory or
facility; and general administration,personnel,
supply and maintenance duties. Performs
recruiting functions by personal contact and
liaison with public officials, civic groups,
veterans organizations, schools, local selective
service boards and active duty recruiters.
Represents commander by'attending public functions. Assists unit commander or designated individual in research and planning for training
functions. Maintains unit library. Prepares and
types requests for Army schools and Army extension courses for unit personnel. Responsible
for maintenance, care and safeguarding of armory or facility, in which assigned. Accomplishes day-to-day administrative and personnel actions; maintenance and supply transactions of unit property records, maintenance
functions of the unit Performs other duties as
assigned.
2_ National Guard Technicians applying for
this position will submit AGO Ky. Form 12-12
thru their immediate supervisor IAW Ky.NGR
690-1/KyANGR 40-335. All other applicants will
submit SF 171 direct to this office. Applicants
sH indicate in pare 34 (SE 171 Jul 681 or par 37
(SF 171 Sep.71 1 his military grade, all MOS/AESC currently possessed and military unit of
assignment. Applicants will show active duty in
the following order: al Active duty as Guardsman/Reservist (b) ,Extended Active Duty.
Recommend current DA Form titer DA Form 20
(Qualification Record be attached to application.
ONI.YTHE
EXPERIENCE
AND
QUALIFICATIONS YOU SHOW ON THE SF 171
CAN BE .USF.D TO EVALUATE YOUR
QUALIFICATIONS FOR THIS -POSITION.
CAREFULLY READ AND COMPLY WITH
THE INSTRUCTIONS"CONTAINED'ON THE
SF 171 AND THIS ANNOUNCEMENT SO THAT
YOU INCLUDE ALI, INFORMATION THAT IS
REQPIRED.
3, Privacy Act Information: Disclosure by you
pf your social security number (S.SN) is mandatory to obtain the services, benefits, or
processes that you are "seeking. -Solicitation of
the SSN by the U.S. Civil Service Commission is
authorized under the provisions.of Executive Order 9397 dated 22 Nev. 43. The SSN is used as an
identifier through yourfederal career film the
time of applicatintt through retirement. A corns
•-plete Privacy Act Statement will be furnished
upon request.
4. This announcement will bq posted on all
bulletin boards. Unit Zechnicians will ensure
that all candidates possessing qualifications for
this, position are contacted and made aware of
the job opportunity.
5. All qualified applicants will receive con- skleration for employment without regard 40,
race. religion, color,- national origin, sex,
political affiliation or an 'other nonmerit
tors.
FOR THE APPOTIVITNTTAITTFIORI
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43. REAL ESTATE
43 REAL ESTATE
44. LOTS FOR SALE
32. BOATS &MOTORS
53. SERVICES OFFER ED
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
FOR RENT OR SALE 1/2 IS FT. IAAPERIAL BASS
MALE
MINATURE
60
ACRES OF SALE in New
A•KC
puppies from Providence community, Just
acre lot ready to move on, Boat, With motor and trailor
Dachshund
D6 PAINTING. eau 753- RESPONSIBLE LADY
city water, UB. par month 753-5374 days, and 4.37 4794
4
listed this farm which It au
tiny parents, (5-7 1),
babysit Cell 901.2474685.
.8762 ask for Jamet
with option to buy. Roberts nights
champion blidod line, 5.75 fenced and cross fenced with
We'
BASEWEV7?
WET
ELECTRICIAN,
LICENSED
of
east
:miles'
527
-Estate,
3
9700.
approximately 7 acres of
each Call 1
r
da
53. SERVICES OFFERED
eteioar
k wetbasements
prompt, efficient service, make
753-3745.
Call
Murray.
.4a16i4ATyRE Schnauzer, -weadad land. 15 acres of good
lerottirna
AK C. 4 months
W0FT AM
irerigeratiOn
TRICIAN
Pasture. Also on lovely
Large lakview lots T & M small electrical jobs. Call LICENSED E
oe small S50. Call 435.4411,
753 0101 751 7531
Consruction Co. Route 2.
and gas installation, will do
hillside is well and septic
down,
Park
Oak
,
$30
Manor.
409 A. Paducah, Ky
MINIATURE • PINSCHERS
Box '
after 5 pm.
753.0762
sewer
and
heating
plumbing,
for
systemready
hoOkup
436-2473
Tall
month
per
$30
42001
Phone day or night 1
commonly called miniature with
Son.&
BROTHERS
753-1703.
Call
cleaning.
BYARS
traitor or new home. All
Doberman. 7-11 inches, 810
442.7026.
45. FARMAFOR SALE
• General home remodeling,
this
at
a
repair
realistic
and
price-Low
PIANO TUNING
pounds full. grown. AKC 30s. Phone
40 ACRES of good land 28 framing, aluminum siding, Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's WILL GIVE PIANC1 lessons
KOPPE R UD
blood line Call 753 5421 after REALTY,753.1222.
in my home Call 753 2462
tendable acres, some timber, gutters, and roof iAg. Call 1
&
Music Cen4er,753 3682 or 753weekdays after 5.30 and all
5 pmtobacco bale, 2700 ft hwy. 395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
6pm.
after
714,
40 ACRES FOR sate, 30 acres
day weekends.
frontage, old house, log Bysii
TWO AKC REGISTERED t e. ndable
HOQGING, • North
excellent
with
barn
INd,
ROOF
tobacco
smoke house, many nice Calloway and South Marshall
Murray, Kentucky
Cockel Spaniel pups,
753-1486
blond, and anotment,..2 miles west
,
budding spots. 'I mile from County. Hurry before the- reference. Call
moritht o40--onimate,
on
Stateline
between S am and 3- 30 pm,
la
moo
ss
s
r
f
s
C
c
6
°f
Spaniel,
months,"R
-Ky. Lake, New Concord area. rainy season starts. 753-2418.
Cockel
.Pd
Call 753-5532..
ask for Shelley.
- Gesa_iemale 2 years old, due
-.
Charles
526,000.
Warehouse --ostnoveY CLEArtattter, bird 4
McCuistoh 753-5124,
in two weeks, party color. ACREAGE -FOR :RENT. COUNTRY HOME: Extra
minor
installed,
screens
Approximately' 30 acres 2 lar e 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
Storage Space
2592
10 ACRE FARM ' with 3 repair work-by-C4iff-fitregel-,
on large lot, attached
room 1 bath home-. Bisons _Magic Hat Chimney.Sweeps.
For Rent
-_
41: 181-1C SALES
Statee Rt. Available for garagE, fireplace, central and other outbuttetIng5-, Call 7594878.
ANTIQUE & REMODELING winter wheat. Call 753-5532.
753-4758
heat and air and many nice
9
approx
completely
fenced,
Sale-Sat. Oct. 14th, 8-? at the 16 ACRES, WOODED, 500 ft. features, Priced in mice40's.
Murray. CARPET CLEANING,
miles
from
home Of Edgar Childress, Founty read- Call 436-2473.
dry
. minutes from
Located only
R
TUCKER vibra back, steam
DONALD
1976 Unit.1 Feature Svr,do- at.
4
WILL BABYSIT A 3 or 4 year
located 15 miles E of Murray
•
city limits on Locust Grove
REALTOR, 502 Maple, 253- cleaning, references.
old in my home days. Call
off 94. First blacktop road to
free
rates,
Reasonable
Church
Road.
Priced
4342.
759.1275.
left past Brown's Grocery.
estimates Call 759-4085 or
reduced Phone KOPPE R U D
46. HOMES FOR SALE
.5ignS will be posted giving
57. WANTED
753 5810.
for
'
7531222
REALTY,
further direction. Items: 2
BY OWNER, nice 2 large CAN'T GET those small jobs
*100-200 ACRE row crop farm
details: '
piece living room suite, 6
BR, large living room with around the house or mobile
with in 15 miles of Murray. ..
piece solid maple diniog
dining area, kitchen, bath, home 'done? Carpentry,
Good soil, mostly level. No table and. chairs; :like new.
large garage. Call 753-2770.
.
reagors. Call 753.5610.
plumbing,
painting,
43. REALESTATE
Stereo, maple end tables (4
3 BEDROOM, 1 BATH, all aluminum siding, patios,
• piece set), 3 piece BR suite,
.RARE FIND FOUND - Ideal electric, central heat and sir, small concrete jobs, call 436ONE
LEVEL fully Carpeted, large lot near 2562 after 5 pm.
solid maple, .rfiapie corner
for restaurant or Music barn. UNIQUE
_hutCh, air conditioner (wallIts an antique'general store Design for easy relaxed KY. Lake. Call 436-2473.
UNt7T -firrere---witt --alsor thars- toacrecr with char at- - teeing+ -Master-bedroom witti
"
liedrooam-ri-Sek,
REDUCED! MUST SELL,
items included from the late
k ter.... wide stairway with Sitting room and bath area, 4soine,_.4
heat earl dr, red Need dark,
z
oort
i :haL4nteae
:
dern
fireplace, plus ..m
11 white 45Ln
railing. Call _ir
.Hardie and Mertie Williams
and
balcony
-twat 44.4.14.A. -opedfsenSiedestate. 2 none Fa-a-Wagon,
r""-• LORE
refrigerator
stove,
on Shady Lees near shopping
large country lot - perfect for electric
tables, chairs, pie safes, ead
REALTORS at 753-1492.your family to enij
y.t3Csaii and dishwasher. Priced in
oo
center. Ca11753-3263.
tables, coffee table, tv,
_Ft.
Mt
teens. Call 753-9924 of ter-3 30heruices
LORETTA
chiffarobe, treddle sewing
PM.
Touch'•
REALTORS
at
ThcFnendl
753,1492
--machine, excellent conWith
Seta tem within 3v7 asks of
47. MOTORCYCLES
dition, old, disc, harness,
city. Has 3 bedrooms, 11
2
/
1977 HONDA 750, 7500 miles,
collars, cut glate, large-BUSINESS
THRIVING
excellent
bath,
baseboard
assortment of dishes, antique
loaded with extras, priced to
Inventory.
beat, good well stock bent,
I... Includes
sell, $1500 firm. Call 436.2547. CARPET CLEANING, at
picture frames, clothes, toys,
basso is brick and stone. CA
too many items to mention.'
gasoline,.
Groceries,
1974 HONDA, 125 Elsinore, reasonable rates. Prompt
7534263_
7nse3ed-4878s
work, $225. Call and efficient service. Custom
6 FAMILY YARD SALE.
notions also restaurant
Maple
507
Hardin, Ky. Across street
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
included.
quipment
7;3 1347
from post offiee,oct. 16&17,'
Instruit
753 3143
1972 SL '3S0' HONDAS, good- CHILDREN KEPT Th"Wly
additional
household Items, chain saw,
Call us about
Ts YO-MAl
condition, $325. Call 492-8102
full or part time. Call
Ken Holland prints, clothes
after 4 pm.
753-2701.
information on this exBEAUTIFUL BUILDING
REAL
of all sizes.
ESTATE
racking DO YOU
400 YZ
YAMAHA
need stumps
in Kingswood, Westwood
cellent business op17 Acres close to lake
LARGE GARAGE. • SALE, lots
7534080
bike, S400. Call 489-2149.
removed from your yard or
and Grove Heights. Some of
portunity. Boyd Majors
2010 Gatesborough Cir. Sat.
Keniana
adjoining
land cleared of stumps? We
48. AUTO.SERVICE
thete lots are gently sloping
4-4. Men, women and boys
Professional Services
stum•auip to 24"
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
for your special design,
Subdivision. 'Call us
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month can remove
clothing, assorted dishes,
Touch"
With
Friendly
The
below the -ground,- leaving
level and most are
others
$26.99.
amp,
85
guarantee,
details.
glasses, . toys, stereo turn
for further
Call
Build and save plus
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. only sawdustland chips.
table, fireplace screen, new wooded.
'Steve Shaw
for free estimate,
city taxes. Priced
GATESBORO RESIDUSED
full standing fire place, baby save on
49.
CARS
on
home
6
brick
room
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435from $3500. THE NELSON
items, lamps, humidifier,
ENTIAL LOT. . . 120'
beautiful corner Tot. 1006
1969.
CUSTOMIZED 4343,
SHROAT CO., REALTORS.
Weekends it E•erunos Cell)
paper
backs,
antique
$36,500.
only
and
Fairlane,
Call
on
Chevelle.
CHEVROLET
deep
wide, 200'
7591707.
FENCE SALES at Sears
telephone.
'
Joe Kennon 436 5676
R
TUCKER
DONALD
Anthony Lowery, 753-2620. ,•
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
•••
ACRES in
Gatesborough Circle.
REALTOR, 502 maple 751
4 PARTY YARD SALE, 4 5 BEAUTIFUL
4868
753
Nell
Bud
your
CUTLASS
S.
1973
power
free' estimates for
New Providence. Private
4342.
City water and Sewers.
miles west of Murray off 94
8674
753
Mindy
Porn
brakes,.steering,
windewS,
needs.
which
drive to - property
on Srnking Springs Baptist
AM FM stereo tape, seeivel GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Priced Right To Sell
Don Tucker 753 1930
includes mobile home and
Church Rd.8 am till dusk.
bucket ,seats with console, Sears continuous gutters
older home which needs
$9,950. . Call Boydfactory wheels, _bad vinyl installed
yobr
per
repairs. Buy this and have
-4I.5EALEST,ATE
•
SEARCH AND SEIZE..
. Real Estate
Majors
roof. Sharp. Call - .753-3227 specifications. Call Sears
have
you
showplace
that
for
ARE YOU LOOKING for a
Search thru this business
In Business
for
aSk
and
David..
pm
5
after
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky.42301
additional
at
753-8080 for
753-2310 for free estimates.
house- in the county but are always wanted. Listed
the many advantages it could
NELSON
Since 1956'
THE
1973 CONTINENTIAL Town
Boy.
on a tight budget? Take a $15,750.
information.
affkrci you and seize the
interier,
Leather
Coupe.
look at this two bedroom, one SHROAT CO., REALTORS.
opPISrtunity to make it your
753-5646
We now have the
Majors Real Estate, - stereo, extra clean. 492-8646'
bath house in Kirksey. It also 759-1707. •
own today.. business plus
and
_nights
2936
753
days,
Studio negatives.
Love
12th.
105N.
has a liviing room, nice
fixtures and merchandise..
•
Sun.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Do yourself a favor - go look.
kitchen and eating area
If you thad pictures
New England Salt Box,4 BR, Call
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
JOBS
There is a large garage with
LORETTA
made at Love's during
2_ baths, _rustic_ __kitchen ReAt.TORS-at 753-1492.
eng;ne which is 4n excellent
work area and for the fixer
with
the past 25 years, we
microwave,
cabinets
condition. Automatic with
.
upers a large unfurnished
.rea_ky_ __TWO DUPLEX LOTS f
disposai_end _parttry._8
44. LOTS FOR SALE
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MINI
STORAGE

753-8080

153-5546
436-2294

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

Price Reduced

2%21 Gatesborough Circle

For Sale By Owner
Call 1-442-7848")

BARKLEY UKE

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility roonie 2_
fireplaCe; fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price-$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate

Waldrop.Realty

PHONE 502$85-4961

John Smith, Realtor

positions. Personal

Murray
Datsun Inc.

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

Now taking applications for all

interviews

a.

REMODELING?
REDECORATING?
REPAIRING?

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
CITY OF HAZEL

GUY SPANN
REALTY

If you plan on doing any of these and
a bathroom is involved, you need to
see.

Thornton Tile
and Marble
"Quality That Will Please"

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

,

Q

927-1468. - 753 9625

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
RAllLE
& DAllLE

JEWELRY
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BARN RESTAURANT

vs.,

& GENERAL STORE

Nice_

John Smith
Realtor

Waldrop Real Estate

•
•
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•
•
•
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•

A LOT OF.FARM
FOR A LITTLE
SUS

Call

753-7411 (Anytime!)

Or Call

753-5646

Cynthia Gamble - 759-1396
Linda McKinney - 753-8567

Bill Harrison 759-4531
Ron Talent - 753-9894"
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The Elements
Of Our Success
Are Our News_paper Carriers.

COL
is flank
on Sur
seconc
talent
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'78

These people make sure all of The
Murray Ledger & Times subscribers
receive their newspaper when and
where they want it. No matter what
the weather conditions our subscribers' papers are kept safe and dry

Miss Mic
eighth birt
"Miss Rai
seventh an
2:30 p.m. a
Hall
The new
• daughter
Spann. Her
twirling roi
Miss Spa
Girls Her
Rangerette
Jimmy D.
Named a
Mitzi ?IUD(
Mrs. Johnn
piano solo I
Second rum
Cunninghar
Alexander a
did a dance
event.
Winner o
Voraie Sue
Mrs. Keith
•
•

because of our carriers'courteous and
responsible attitudes and service.

--ifftweren't tor our carriers The-Murray
Ledget& Times could not possibly survive as it does today!So,cheer on this
courageous and enterprising group.
They are tomorrow's leaders!
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MARCUS CAVffT
TERRY CAVITT
KAREN HAINSWORTH
A.STOM
JEFF SWAN
JIMMY SYKES
STEVE DALLAS

FRS. WE S.‘1,LTE.YOU ()N
1.),\\*,()(11)11ER_ 1 1978!

MIKE SYKES
KEITH BOYLE
BART WASHER
MS.OUTLAND
JIMMY GRAHAM
NICKY KNIGHT
JEFF OWENS
MARK FERGUSON

—L_

•

RAY FERGUSON
DONNIE THOMPSON
GLENDA FOX
DAVID STORY
CINDY TRIPP
TREY BRITT
BRUCE MARVIN
•
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